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Senate Listens to Com pl ai nt~~ Q w
eiss
E1E

by Mary Tracey

.
The . Departme~l of H_igher
nd
Education (a
in partJCular
R~lph A. Dun~an , Chancellor of
Higher Education) h~s rem?~e~
much of th e former flexibility
rnd au,tonomy _from_ the local
colleges admini st ration of the
Kean 76-77 b~dget , according to
President -~ eiss.
Empha sizing the need for l_o~al
lUt?nomy a~d local _admirns!ative re~cti on against the
c..hancellor s move towards cen-

Wallace for President?

t 1· ·
w - dd
d
ra izatlon , eiss a resse the
Fac~lty Senate last Tuesday and
outlined t~e proposed _Department of Higher Education Plan
for local imple_m entation_ of its
disaster budget. According to
Weiss and _his _ass~stants , the
effects and 1mphcat1ons of the
effects of these cuts as outlined
are as follows :
En~ollment Reduction: T~e incom ing freshman class .will be
cut from the current level of
1,400-1 ,600 to 400. Weiss stated

. .
that at this _time only 500 high
school seniors had received
acceptance notices and that it
was expected that 250 of these
would attend Kean next year.
Weiss remarked that this cut
could conceivably cause the
newly financed residence halls
to default. Also, 1,000 less freshmen take 4,000 less classes (assum ing four classes per student);
4,000 less classes per week would
force the layoff of many full-time
faculty members . This kind of

.
UNION
!
.
enrollme nt reduction coulaal,sii'.",',.:•.stqgents will no_lo~ger be able to
conceivably close one of the ae / ~rd to remain in school, and
demic buildings, and would
many others will be forced to
underutilize all of them.
continue their education on a
Tuition
Increase:
Tuition
part time bas is.
would be · increased from the
The 15 Hour Faculty Work
cur rent $535 (the annual fee exLoad: The 15 hour work load
eluding activities and other
would be forced on the faculty
charges) to a per credit charge of
by the legislature through the
$25. One 3 credit course will cost
Board of Higher Education. Not
$75. A full-time student will now
only does the work load increase
pay $900 a year. The effect of a
represent a pay decrease since
tuition increase will be to further
faculty are current ly paid on a 12
red uce the enrollment as many
(Continued on back page)
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Grievances

ed, Not Heard
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Stude_n ts React To Taste
of Bitter Bud.g et Cuts
by Ken Cocuzzo .
" It 's a damn shame" and " The
joke is on us" are two reactions
voiced by Kean College students
in response to the proposed
budget cuts in N.J. hjgher
education for 1976-77.
" I would have to cons ider
moving off the campus and maybe dropping out of school ," responded Ernie Tufo, a sophomore majoring in Management
Science.
Bob Sikora, a Biology major,
related, "I already have one
student loan, and I wouldn' t like
to increase it to meet the costs of
a higher tuition_ ;,

Many

--.-,
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t
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Phafo by Magda Galls Menendez

l'eler Pezzolo, Unnea Weiland, and Sue Marchand of the KCFT Grievance Committee present their case
.tthout the presence of a hearins officer.
by Barbara Walcoff
Assistant to the President,
Pezzolo argued that this hear-

Last Thursday and Friday at a
;cheduled hearing for six faculty
11embers· who were fired in
December , witnesses testified
even though hearing officers
refused to hear the scheduled
cases .
A grievance was filed by the
&,FT on behalf of the faculty that
Nere fired at the Dece mber 8
neeting of the Board of Trustees
' because of budgetary and/or
mrollment reasons ." These
Nere the first faculty to be fired
Jecause of cutbacks.
Prior to the scheduled
1earings, Fred Marder, i:x~cut ive

specified that only four witing in question was supposed to
nesses would be allowed in the
be an informal hearing and it
room at the same time and that
should be conducted in a fair
each hearing would be for each · and open way. Pezzolo reindividual grievance. The Griequested that there be no further
vance Committee, headed by
discussion and left the choice up
David Jones and Peter Pezzolo,
to Longacre who in turn left the
demanded that all witnesses be
choice ·up to the Grievance
allowed to stay in the room and
Committee.
that all 6 g·rievances be heard as
Longacre requested that the
one grievance.
Grievance committee follow the
The Hearing Officer for the - proper procedure concerning
first hearing scheduled was
the number of witnesses and the
Charles Longacre. Longacre said
presentation of individ ual
that it was the hearing officer's
grievances. The Grievance Comperogative as to how the hearmittee asked for Longacre to
ing should be conducted.
(Continued on back paKe)

Letter Writing Campaign Urged

A strong lobbying effort
oward the state legislature has
been initiated by the Student
Drganization of Kean College.
fhis effort will include both a
etter writing campaign and a
:ommunity consiousness raising
:ampaign .
" I am going on a tour of the
~.T.A.'s in this area starting· this
Neek,". stated Dave Donaldson ,
,t ude nt organization president.
'We've got to start waking up
the whole state to this problem.
Bob Sitelman, KCFT president
1isited Dona Id son 's office last
=riday in an attempt to draw the
eachers and students efforts
:loser togethe r. Both agreed that
he letter writing campaign is the
nost important thing that
,t udents can do on their own
Jehalf at the present moment.
rhose students who wish to help
n this campaign should sign up
1t the Student Organizat ion Ofices.
A partial listing of legislators is
as follows :
SENATE

>istrict 17

John A. Lynch D.
(President Pro Tern)
7' 5 Paterson St. ,
Brunswick, 08901
(201) 545-0745

District 22
New

District 18

Bernard J. Dwyer, D.
513 Main St., Metuchen, 08840
(201) 549-4384
District 19

John J. Fay , Jr ., D.
115 Am herst Ave., Colonia ,
07067
(201) 486-7752

District 20

Alexander J. Menza, D.
67 Georgian Ct., Hillside . 07208
(201) 276-1885
District 21

Thomas G. Dunn , D.
· 1120
Applegate
Elizabeth , 07202
(201 ) 353-3866

Ave ..

After Alaska, it's all down
hill. . .

Peter J. McDonough,
R.
(Minority Whip)
925 Oakwood Pl. , Plainfield,
07060
(201) 757-2050, 756-4000

Kean

students

ex-

pressed similar views ranging
from those considering part-

time status to those who would
be forced to forfeit the
remainder of their education.
Several leveled criticism towards
the faculty and the student body.
"The main reason why we
can't prevent the cutbacks is
because too many departments
on campus are fighting forthemselves and not for the college as a
whole," explained Brian Furey, a
Fine Arts major.
Debbie Defalco, a sophomore, observed, " Too many
students on this cafl)pus have a
defeatist attitude and feel as
though there is nothing they can
do."
Other students reflected on
the immediate effects of the cuts
within their majors. These
ranged from elimination of certain majors and course options to
cutbacks in technical equipment and creative materials.
Bob Goodhart , a junior majoring •in Music Education ,
rt!asoned , "m ost of the adjunct
faculty in the Music Department would be gone, along with
many of the optional courses
available to music majors."

Prqfessor Threatened h v Student
James Ragsdale, a 28 year old
Kean College student , was
arrested and charged with assault after allegedly threatening
his professor , La wrence Pitt last
Monday, Feb. 23 .
It was reported that Ragsdale
had been disruptive in class in
Willis Hall and when ordered to
· leave by Pitt he refused . Pitt escorted Ra gsdale out into the
hallway and was allegedly
th reatened with an ashtray stand
by the student . Pitt reported seeing Ra gsdale wield a blade , possibly a pair of scissors.
The Campus Police arrived
shortly thereafter , but Ragsdale
had left. Pitt then filed a statement with the Dean of Students
office . which forwarded it to rhe

Campus Police .
According to Martin Greenburg, Director of Campus Police,
an assault warrant was issued by
the Union Municipal Court and
t he student was apprehended by
Detec.tive McGrath, Sergeant
Angello, and Patrolman Kreeger
of the Campus Police. Ragsdale
was take to Union jail and later
rel eased o_n $1 ,000 bail pending
action by the Grand Jury. He was
ar raigned on Monday, March 1.
Dean of Students Parks, fearing for the safety of the students,
has prohibited Ragsdale from
returning on campus. At the
same time, both Parks and Associate Dean Ippolito have been
making efforts to reach the
(Co ntinued o n back paKe)

"The cost of materials in the
Industrial
Arts
Department
would increase and other supplies would become scarce,"
stated James Andrews Jr. , a
sophomore.
Still other Kean stude nts
offered alternatives to avert a
" possible 50 per cent increase"
in tu iti on and the firing of faculty
members.
Both Jim Drylie, a freshman
majoring in Sociology, and Judy
Kresge, a senior, suggested that
the "students should compromise by allowing a smaller increase in tuition."
Another possibility suggested
by Howard Lasky, a History major, would be "a combined
faculty-student boycott by all the
state colleges."
Angela Burt, ari Elementary
Education major, and Peggy

Wallace, a Music Education major, would "support another
organized rally ."
A survey of the 45 students
interviewed showed 55 per cent
of them favored another rally
while only 31 per cent favored a
student boycott of classes.

Union .\Javor

Would
Let Kean Burn
by B. R. Schwartz
Mayor John Zimmerman of
Union has been quoted in local
papers stating that police and fire
protection will be discontinued
to Kean College.
Local publications such as The
Star Ledger and The Daily Journal have been carrying quotes of
Union's mayor stating that Union
will not dispatch police and fire
protection to the college in an
effort to boycott the state of New
Jersey's budget cut on municipal
funds .
· Associate Dean of Students Pat
lpollito, was reached for
comment.
_
do so." This tactic, he claims , is
one of poor journalism and
politics. Just last week a meeting
of various administrators of
KCNJ and members of the police
and fire departments and mayor
was held and no such plan of action was discussed .
The state of New Jersey has cut
municipal funds for local
schools, therefore, a raise in
property taxes for residents is in
sight. By sta ting that services will
be discontinued to a state
inst itut io n, local politicians hope
that the d istraction will lessen
the impact of the eventual increase . In essence, the township
of Union did try-but lost-the
battle.
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Funding Guaranteed by Law
TRENTON-The New Jersey
Education Assn. Friday called the
latest State Supreme Court
decision on school finance " a
constructive step to protect the
quality of public education in
New Jersey ."
"The court has definitely made
known its determination to
make certain the public schools
are funded fully according to t he
aid formulas in existing law," said
Dr. Frederick L. Hipp, NJEA's executive director.
"Eve ry school board in the
state has now received a clear
signal that full funding should be
available by the time the 1976-77
SLhool year begins. The court is
enforcing the mandate in the
State
Constitution
which
promises every school child a
't horough and efficient'
education. No school board
should now adopt a budget

which retreats from the court's
standard."
The Supreme Court's order, issued February 12, set an earlier
deadline on the hearings it will
conduct if the Legi slature does
not fully fund the existing
school-aid formula. Previously,
the court had scheduled its hearing for April 15. Now the court
has advanced the date -to March
15.
To pressure the Legislature
into acting sooner, the Court
also spelled out possible courses
of action it could take if the
Legislature does
not fund
school-aid fully. These include:
1. Redistributing State funds in
a way that would take school aid
away from the wealthiest districts
and provide full funding of
equalization aid to those of middle and low wealth.
2. Ordering school-aid for-

Women in Education
Conference Scheduled
Holtzman to Speak
On March 15 the Political
Science Club in cooperation
with Student Org. will kick off
the mock Democratic National
Convention . This years keynote
speaker is Rep . Elizabeth
Holtzman (D-NY).
Congresswoman Holtzman is a
33-year old Harvard Law School
graduate, serving her secon_d
term as Representative of New
York's 16th Distr ict. The
youngest woman ever elected to
the House of Representatives,
she entered the Congress in
)anuary 1973 after defeating Rep.
Emanuel Celler in the June 1972
Democratic Party primary.
Rep. Holtzman's district is
located in Brooklyn and includes
Flatbush, East Flatbush, Marine
Park and Crown Heights. She was
upopposed in the September 10,
1974 Democratic Party Primary
and was re-elected to the House
by an overwhelming majority in
Nov-ember 1974.
As a member of the House
Judiciary Committee,
the
Congresswoman participated in
its deliberations
on
the
impeachment of former
President Nixon.
In January, 1975 Rep .
Holtzman was appointed to the
House Budget Committee established in 1974 as part of the
new
Congressional
budget
process. The Committee has responsibility for setting budget
targets and priorities as well as
approximate tax and debt levels.
In February 1975, Rep.
Holtzman was named to the
House Commission on Information and Facilities. She
serves as Chairwoman of the
Special Task Force on Facilities
and Space which will conduct a
two-year study of the space requirements and other support
services and facilities for the
House of Representatives.
Congresswoman Holtzman is a
member of the Judiciary Committee Subcommittees on Immigration and Criminal Justice.
As a member of the Judiciary
Committee she participated in
the Vice President confirmation
hearings of Gerald Ford and
Nelson Rockefeller under the
25th Amendment to the
Constitution.

BACKGROUND
Congresswoman
Holtzman
was born and raised in B.rooklyn.
She attended Abraham Lincoln
High School and was its first
graduate to go on to Radcliffe
College. After graduating from
Radcliffe magna cum laude in

1962, she went to Harvard Law
School, receiving her degree in
1965. While at Harvard, she was
one of the founders of the Law
Students' Civil Rights Research
Council.
In the summer of 1963, Rep.
Holtzman worked on civil rights
cases in Georgia . After that
summer she returned to her
studies at Harvard. At that time
she also taught English at Harvard College and worked for the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund.
Following graduation, Rep.
Holtzman joined a New York
City /aw firm, Wachtel!, Lipton,
Rosen & Katz. In 1967, she was
appointed an Assistant to ·the
Mayor of New York City. Her
special responsibility was in
Parks, Recreation and Cultural
Affairs. While with the City, she
arranged for the installation of
safety surfacing in the
playgrounds , initiated the
construction of 15 mini pools,
and worked to expand the hours
and services of museums and libraries .
In 1970, running as a reform
candidate, she was elected
Democratic State Committeewoman from Flatbush by a 2-1
margin. In that year she brought
the lawsuit that declared unconstitutional the law placing incumbents first on the ballot in
New York City.
Rep. Ho_ltzman resigned from
the City Administration in 1970
to join the law firm of Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison. In March 1972 she gave up
her law practice to enter . the
congressional campaign and has
kept her pledge not to practice
law while holding public office.
Congress·woman Holtzman is a
founder of the Brooklyn
Women's Political Caucus and an
organizer of the Take Brooklyn
Out of the War Coalition. She
was appointed as delegate-atlarge from New York State to the
1972 Democratic National
Convention . She was also a New
York State delegate to the 1974
Democratic " mini-convention" .
Rep. Holtzman was cited by
Mademoiselle magazine as one
of the ten exceptio·nal young
women of 1972.
In 1973, the Congresswoman
received the Radcl iffe College
Alumnae Recognition Award .
In 1974 Rep. Holtzman was
named Women of the Year by
the .United HIAS Service
Women's Division : In the same
year she was honored with ,hP
Brooklyn
Hadassah \
M ynlP
Wreath Award .

To help end sex discrimination
in the public schools, the New
Jersey Education Assn. has
scheduled its fourth annual
Conference for Women for
Saturday, March 6, at the
Ramada Inn in East Brunswick.
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
Estelle Ramey, a professor of
physiology at the Georgetown
University Medical School, who
views the women's rights
movement as " part of the endi ess struggle for human
development."
The purpose of the

Jewish Singles
to Hold Dance
The Jewish Collegiate and
Professional Young Adults of
~-lew Jersey will hold a " MarchHare Dance " at the Holiday Inn
of Livingston on Sunda y evening,
March 7, 1976. This is located on
550 W. Mt. Pleasant Ave . (Route
#10) in Livingston , New Jersey.
Parkway exit 145 to Route 280
West to exit 4A (Eisenhower
Pkwy) , proceed 3 lights to Route
10 and turn right.
A live discotheque band will
provide music for your dancing
pleasure . The dance will begin at
8:00 p .m . and end at 1 :00 a.m.
This event is planned for Jewish
single men and women from 20
to 40 years of age .
The group's objective is to
provide a proper, pleasant and
comfortable
atmosphere · in
which Jewish single men and
women can become acquainted
on a social level. All activities are
open to the public and membership is not required in order to
participate. For additional information on all future Winter
social activities, please write to:
Jewish Singles, P.O. Box 106,
Rahwway , N.J. 07065 .

"Kon Tiki'' and" Albert Einstein"
movies, exhibitions of Eskimo artifacts and Revolutionary War
period objects, a Planetarium

visit to the Far North and a gallery
concert of folk songs: those are
just some of the things to see
and/or hear at the New Jersey
State Museum in Trenton during
March and April.
A newly published calendar of
events listing the Museum's
complete schedule for the tw<r
month period is available free by
calling (609) 292-6308 or by writing to Calendar, N.J. State
Museum 205 West State Street,
Trenton, N:J. 08625.

-···--~-·-- ------

conference is to make teachers
more effective in achieving
change that's beneficial to
women and society, says Joann
Lipshires, associate director for
instruction at NJEA's Trenton
headquarters.
The conference is sponsored
annually by NJEA's Women in
Education Committee, formed in
1973 to combat discrimination in
promotions ·· for women in
education , "sexism" in textbooks and other instructional

mulas to be funded f ully through
a statewide property tax, with
equal rates in every community.
3. Ordering school-aid formulas funded through use of all
monies in the State Treasury not
needed for governmental
functions required by the State
Constitution or federal matching
programs.
4. Forbidding the schools to be
funded or all - shutting down
public education.
"The message we get from the
court is that the Legislature must
act and act quickly," Dr. Hipp
said. " There must be school next
year, and the schools must be
fully funded. We will do everything in our power to persuade the
Legislature to act at once - not
only for the public schools but
also to fund all the programs and
services being threatened by
proposed cuts in the new State
Budget."
materials, and restrictions that
kept girls from taking part in
courses or activities provided by
their school.
The conference begins with a 9
a.m.
general session.
Five
separate workshops will follow,
conducted by Ann Whitford, a
field representative from NJEA's
Garwood office, and the following members of the Women in
Education Committee: Dorothy
Judd of East Orange, Sharon
Johnson of Plainfield, Anne
Bambrick of Edison, Evelyn Pilla
of Vineland , Elizabeth Hickey of
Toms River , and Fred Holden of
Glen Rock.

If you 're looking for an exciting way to spend the upcoming
Bicentennial Summer-cheap-check out "hosteling. "
American Youth Hostels. Inc., is a non-profit. non-sectarian
organization dedicated to promoting enjoyment of outdoors
through traveling. You can hike, bike. canoe, horseback ride or
travel a variety of different ways . Overnights can be spent in one of
151 Youth Hostels across the United States (or in one of the 4,500 ·
International Hostels overseas ) for anywhere from $1 to $3.50 a
night.
Hostels aren 't fancy! They provide simple. sleeping accommodations , with a bed , mattress and blankets (separate dorms for men
and women), a "common room " for recreation- where you can_
meet and talk with hostelers from all over the world , hot showers
and a kitchen, complete with the use of stove, pans, etc.
_ Membership in American Youth Hostels is open to everyone
regardless of age! The yearly fee is $5 for under 18; $11 for those 18
and over .
Write for a free pamphlet about hosteling on your own . Or ask for
the A YH trip folder, " Highroad to Adventure 1976," which lists preplanned , all-expanse trips (with a leader) . The address is: American
Youth Hostels , Inc., National Campus , Delaplane, Virginia 22025.

Poetr_y Award Announced
American
Collegiate
Publications has announced it is
now accepting applications for
the second annual vo~ume of

Who's Who In Poetry In
American Colleges and Universities. This is the only non-vanity
poetry publication for students
which is published in direct
cooperation
with
collegiate
institutions.
This publishing program has
been created to give noteworthy
student
poets
recognition.
Through
publication
and
awards, this program provides
talented students with incentive
and a tangible goal for the continued development of their
writing skills.
Poets selected to appear in the
1976 volume will have their bio
published along wi t h an original
poem. The 1975 volume of Who's
Who In Poetry presented the
work of 347 poets, representing
217 colleges and universities
from 47 states.
Those
accepted
for
publication in Who's Who In
Poetry receive : (1) a complimentary copy of the book, (2)
a certificate of honor, and (3) entrance into I he $1,000 Award
CompP. lition .
Students are eligiblP 10 enter
t h1.: '1'17G µrogr J m if I hey meet

one or more of the following
qualifications : (1) the student has
won a departmental award or
citation for poetry, or (2) the
student has had one or more_
poems published in the college
literary magazine or newspaper .
or (3) the student is
recommended by a member of
his / her
college
English
department. The publisher seeks
quality poetry of any form, style,
or voice , traditional or experimental.
Applications may be obtained
by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to American
Collegiate Publications , 516-5th
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.
No rf'quest will be honored
without the enclosed stamped,
self-addressed
envelope .
Because this project is funded by
sponsorships and grants, the
S.A.S.E. is essential to help cover
mailing costs. All application re-

quests must be received by the
publisher no later than March 22,
1976.
Copies of the 1975 volume may
be available in the college library, or you may order a softcover copy directly from the
publisher al $5 .95 per copy. Applications from all qualified
students are welcome.
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Revenue Sharing Needed _

·The Job Market:
W~at to Expect
1975 JOB PLACEMENT
ANALYSIS SUMMARY SHEET
OF KEAN COLLEGE GRADUATES
TOTAL# OF G.RADUATES APPROX.1750100%
NUMBER OF STUDENTS CONTACTED1200 -70%
Students Employed in Major Field
366
31 %
Students Employed in Unrelated
Field (B.A. Degree Required)

52

4%

Students Employed in Unrelated
Field (B.A. Degree Not Required)

319

27%

Education Minors Working in Field
(Collateral Education Minors)

31

Substitutes
Entering Graduate School
Unemployed-Not Interested
Unemployed

3%

t

146

13%

99

8%

21

2%

145

12%

Average Starting Salary

$9273

Average Length of Time to
Secure Employment
Other ·

9Weeks

20
2%
tThesefigures were included in "St udents Employed in Major Fjeld" box.

.
.
COMMENTS
. · Nearly seventy ~r ce nt of the 1975 graduating class was contacted eit her
by mai),or tel,ephone.
Altho'ugr J]~ of the graduates are ~ork ing in their major field, it is
indeed disheartening to realize that 27% are employed in jobs unrelated to
their _major· and not requiring a Bachelor of Arts Degree.
_ Perhaps , by becoming more aware of the various career fields in
demand, students will begin to select programs and courses of study that
will prepa re them for satisfying as well as lucrative careers.

MAJOR - Art History
Total # of Graduates 5 100%
Students Contacted 4 80%
Students Employed in Major Field

0

0%

Students Employed in Unrelated
Field (B.A. Degree Required)

25%

Students Employed in Unrelated
fie\d \8.1'. Degree Not Required)
Education Minors Working in field
(Collateral Education Minors)

2

50%

t

Substitutes
Entering Graduate School

Unemployed - Not Interested
Unemployed

25%

Average Starting Salary
Average Length of Time to
Secure Employment

Other
EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK
Since Art History is a relatively new major and a highly specialized career
field, it i5 very difficult10 predict career possibilities. Students selecting this
major should be aware that job prospects are limited and that a practical
".second" major should be considered if employment upon graduation·is
necessa,ry.

MAJOR - BIOLOGY
Total # of Graduates 54 100%
Students Contacted 35 65%
Students Employed in Major Field
- - - - - - - - - - - - =13Students Employed in Unrelated
Field (B.A. Degree Required)
4

11%

Students Employed in Unrelated
field (B.A. Degree Not Required)

14%

Education Minors Working in Field

5
5 14%

37%

t

Substitutes
Entering Graduate School

5

14%

Unemployed

1

3%

5

14%

, Unemployed
Average Starting Salary

$8840

Average Length of Time to
Secure Employment

7Weeks

OTHER
1. Cert. Pro At Kean
2. Cert . Program

2

Page 3

6%

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK
A Biology major has always fared well in the job market. It is a basic preparation for medical school candidates, pharmaceutical concerns,
Federal , State and Local health agencies , research laboratories, museums,
scientific puhI15 hing companies and the field of teaching.
Since new la, eers ,n the allied health areas have become available, biology has proved a very useful background.

set long-range goals with the asUnless t he federal revenue
surance that federal ass istance
sharing program is renewed
will, in fact, contin.ue to be availsoon, communities th roughou t
able. _O n the other hand, delay in ·
New Jersey may be denied support they are relying upon for a. · extension could force curtailment of public services, and
number of vita l public ·services.
postponement or cancellation of
Due to the recession arid u nbuilding and constr uction proemployment, many of our
j ects- which
are urgently
municipal governments, as well
as our state government, are in a needed to put the unemployed
precarious financial posItIon, t o work and to stimulate the local
economy .
.struggling to remain solvent. As
Before· revenue sharing, it was
tax .revenu.e.s. have dedirred and
demands for public services have virtually impossible for muniinte nsified, they f-\ave come to cipalities to know how much
rel y increasingly on the federal federal assis tance to expect from
revenue sharing program , which one year to the next. But now the
provides
them
with
badly straightforward formula of the
revenue sh.a ring program perneeded federal dollars.
· However ,
th i s - valuable mits localities to compute and
program is due to expire plan on receiving a fixed amount
December 31 . To assure our state . of funds. Even smaller coma_nd local governments a steady, . munities, which may not have
continuing source of revenue the skilled personnel to parsharing funds , we must extend it ticipate in other types of Federal
pr:ograms are able to obtain
as soon as possible.
Early reenactment of revenue revenue sharing funds easily.
sharing is of vital importance to
One-third of the revenue
comm unitie~ presently drawing sharing payments go to state
up their budgets for the next fisgovernments, and the remaincal year. It would enable them to ing two-thirds to counties and
municipalities . This fiscal year,
the State of New Jersey and its
localities wil I receive a total of
nearly $200 million. We will have
received a total of over $839
All current Sophomore and
million since the program' s
Junior Social Work majors will
inception five years ago.
meet on Friday, March 26, 1976 at
Because of this infusion ~f
2 p.m . in Downs Hall to discuss
money, co mmunities throughthe process of assignment to
Field Work commu·nity agencies
for the fall.
Those who are cu rrently in
their Sophomore year are required to take Field Work I and II
which is conducted at a community social service agency for
· " Confusion, vi olence, war,
eight hours a week. Current
poverty, chaos, drugs, crime, inJuniors will take Field Work Ill
flation, peace. What a strange
and IV which involves sixteen· place to find ' peace', among all •
hours a week of practice skill
those words of discord. Yet,
development in community
thousands of people all over the
agencies.
country are finding peace in
Professor Meyer Schreiber,
their daily lives, even while
Coordinator of Field Work for
working in the world of turmoil
and stress," said Dr. Tom
the
Social Work
Program,
Johnson, minister of the First
stresses the importance of
Church of Religious Science.
students attending as the -meet"These thousands of people are
ing will not only deal with the
living an inner peace as taught by
process but will also provide an
Religious Science, a New
opportunity to discuss related
Thought teaching that is growquestions about the Social Work
ing daily."
Program .
Dr. Johnson will conduct a
For 1975-1976, almost two hunday-long seminar on "The Law of
dred social work majors put in
Attraction " at the Governor
the equivalent of 200 days a week
Morris Inn, on Saturday, April 3,
at 100 community agencies extending from Hackensack to from 9:45 a.m. to 4 p .m. He will
lecture on the powers of the
Hackettstown, and dealing with
mind and how people can use
a variety of human needs such as
that of aged persons, mentally them to improve their daily lives.
Dr. Johnson is a nationally
retarded children, families in
recognized author, lecturer and
turmoil, parent-child rela ti onleader of the New Thought
ships, emergency welfare sermovement. Mrs. Doris Torre of
vices, foster care and adoption,
Belleville, general chairman of
family and youth counseling,
the event, said "His seminar on
and prevention of delinquent
April 3rd will be a moving exbehavior among high school
perience for all who attend."
students.

Field Work
to be Planne·d

out our state have been able to
fu rnis h services and undertake
projects that were once beyond
their capability without the imposition of additional taxes.
Congress attached · few strings
with regard to · how revenue
sharing funds could be spent,
and states and local governments can largely decide their
own priorities. New Jersey communities of all sizes have
engaged in important capital improvement programs or used
their funds to defray operating
and maintenance costs for public
services ranging from public
transportation
and environmental protection to recreation.
For example, some have used
their allocations to improve
health services or pay the
general operating expenses of a
public safety · program . Others
have spent their _allotments on a
child care center or the replacement of obsolete firefighting
equipment.
lri this time of continuing
economic uncertainty, we must
not allow our hard-pressed states
and municipalities to sink or
swim on their own. Though Congress must carefully scrutinize
the revenue sharing ·program
and make revisions · and improvements as warranted, its
pressing importance t o communities across our nation
makes it early renewal a top
priority.

Religious Scien_ce
Seminar Offered·

Tickets are $12.S0 for regis-

trations received by March 27
and $15 at the door. All pro- •
ceeds from the seminar will go to
the church expansion fund.
There will be free coffee breaks
and a buffet luncheon will be
available at a modest price.

1776 ,.\,/usic
Program Set

On Saturday, March 6, 1976, at
2:30 P.M . the Free Public Library,
11 S. Broad St., Elizabeth, New
Jersey, will present an entertaining
Bicentennial
Musical
Program featuring the Konzert
Brass Quintet under the leadership of Clay Frazier. The program
will include classical selections
by Purcell, works of Joplin, selections from the musical "1776",
and excerpts from the " Battle Of
Trenton "
by the colonial
American
composer,
James
Hewitt .
The Konzert Brass Quintet is
an established perfo r ming
ensemble which has given concerts and clinics for various
The Center
of Bilingual
schools, churches, and civic
Education, the Evening Student
organizations throughout New
Council and the Townsend Leetu re
Committee
have Jersey. This year the ensemble is
including in its repertoire a
cooperated with the · Wilkins
collection of music representCommittee
in
contributing
ing America's Bicentennial Celefunds and other help.
bration.
The Wilkins Lecture, which is
The ensemble is composed of
named for president-emeritus
Messrs. Joe Muccioli and Clay
Eugene G. Wilkins, who now
Frazier (trumpets), Fran Wilcox
residesinMexicowhereheisstill
(trombone), William M. Sealy ·
engaged
in
international
(French horn) , and Don Mopeducation, was initiated to prosick (tuba) plus percussion. Each
· mote international understandof the five members have been
ing. It is a non-prof-it
active in music departments
organization supported by volthrough high school for this ocuntary contributions . Those
casion is· provided by a grant
wishing to contribute may confrom the Music Performance
tact the chairman, Dr. Robert
Trust Fund , a public service
Hacke of the English Departorga ni za t ion
created
and
ment at 527-2406. Dr. Hacke has
financed by the recording inbeen assisted in this program
selection by Dr. Orlando Edreira · dustries under agreements- with
the American Federation of
of
the
Foreign
Languages
Musicians. The grant was obDepartment and a committee
tained with the cooperation of
representative of the college
Local 151 :
community .

Culture to be Examined
"The African Influence in
Cuban Culture-Religious Syncretism ," the sixth annual
Eugene G. Wilkins Lecture,
prepared by Dr. Lydia Cabrera,
culture specialist and writer , and
delivered by Dr. Cayetano Socarras, foreign language professor,
will be presented on Thursday,
March 18 at 8 p.m. in the Eugene
G. Wilkins Theater for the Performing - Arts at Kean College,
Union, New Jersey. To illustrate·
this presentation, the Clarita
Roche company will perform
dances from Afro-Cuban folklore and concert pianist Senaida
Manfugas will play selections by
Alejandro Garcia Caturla and
Ernesto Lecuona, and will also
accompany
baritone
Jose
LeMatt. A drum ensemble will
offer
religious
Afro-Cuban
music. A question-and-answer
period will follow the presentati ons . The lecture is free and
open to the public.

Information and registration
forms are available by calling
201-539-3114 or by writing to:
April Seminar, Religious Science
Church, P.O. Box' 2213, Morristown, N.J ., 07960.
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Editorial
State Higher Education Chancellor Dungan
has recommended a method of testing college
students after they have been in college for
some time. With this is coupled a new requirement for students to remain in their majors,
based on their performance on this test.
Dungan also advocates more stringent standards to be set for admission to various majors,
based on this test, grade point average, interviews, and additional tests. An ·emphasis of this
concept would be placed on education majors,
because, according to Mr. Dungan, the decli ning demand for teachers enables us to be m9re
choosy.
Mr. Dungan has found -yet another area of
pressure to use against the state institutions of
higher learning whose best interests he
theoretically is supposed -to represent. A few
years ago when it was recognized that the
minorities were represented by only one per
cent of the state college student body, steps
were taken to correct the situation. Presently
more than ten per cent of the state college

student body represents these minorities. This
dramatic improvement was the result of drastic
individual funding programs and open enrollment. Open enrollment was necessary as a way
to compensate for the below par public schools
these students had attended. These· schools
were below par because they were funded by
the selective property tax system. Now, because
of this, ·funding of schools by property taxes is
discriminatory and unconstitutiona l.
The right done in the recent past, to attempt
to compensate for discrimination in educa~ion
is about to be undone by Mr. Dungan. He is advocating elitism in state education. This is still
another area of pressure in support of a state income tax.
We feel, therefore, that Mr. Dungan should
look first to the urban high schools for the
solution to the problem of low quality college
entrants, and that the status of state colleges
stop being used as a pawn in the ·chess game
between the Byrne administration and the
Assembly over the eventuality of an income tax.
And finally we suggest the only possible alternative to these dangerous, harmful, and costly
games, a New Jersey state income tax. Time has
come for positive action.
Hank Snyder

Ta/kin"
Taxpayer
Blues
Letter to the Editor:
It is sad to hear President Blaustein of the Rutgers State University presenting misleading statements in his zeal for more subsidy for higher education and for
an income tax.
When he said that the proposed 1977 state budget would
"dismantle the university" I
thought that perhaps there had
been a drastic cut in their
budget.
But I looked up the actual
figures. The current operations
budget for Rutgers is $152
million. The proposed budget
for 1977 is $147 million, only a 3%
reduction. This might cause
some belt tightening and improvements in efficiency but
hardly a disaster.
Then I looked further in the
budget and found another $62
million items for the salary increases of a II state employees
next year. When Rutgers is allocated its share, they will have a
budget for next year even
greater than the $147 million.
A check of the other items in
the proposed budget for higher
education shows that all State
colleges, except the Agricultural

Experimental

Station,

will have budgets about the same
or higher for next years as compared to this year.
The State budget provides for
higher education to spend in excess of a half billion dollars in the
1977 fiscal year. Of this the state
taxpayers are to provide a subsidy of over $300 million which
averages nearly $200 per year in
taxes for every family of four in
this state. It would seems to be a
rather significant subsidy, and I
hope that we taxpayers wou Id be

thanked for our generosity
rather than treated as a goose to
be plucked in yet another spot.
C.A. Haverly
Vice President
FEDERATION OF
NEW JERSEY TAXPAYERS

Echoes
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in
reference to the protest rally
which took place in Trenton. I
was one of the students who was
there and after hearing, reading
and seeing the news reports I
have a few things I would like to
say to put the record straight.
First, I would like to commend
the organizers; they did a fine
job. Ninety percent of the
students there were orderly and
well behaved , and it 's a shame
that a handful of people, many of
them not real or concerned
students, had to ruin the rally
and make 1:1s look like animals.
What took place was something that could be expected back
in '67 , not in '76. we have learned
that violence is a nowhere ' road
whicn will only turn off the
people you are trying to convince . ·
From what I saw the trouble
was caused by two things . The
sound sys't ~m was turned off,
which destroyed communications, and second, a
group

called

the

~tudent

Revolutionpy Brigade started all
the trouble. F~ofr reading their
literature I've dra n the conclusion that they are a group
motivated py socialist ideas, the
same type of group which was
thrown off campus by concerned students a few months
ago. Wfiy is it' this time we
followed them? They had nothing to lose. We had our education, our entire future.
T~e~blame 'for the cuts is 'be(Continued on page 5)
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What Is Happe n ing to Karee Skarsten-and to us
{)n//nued/rorn paxe 4)
put in the wrong place. The
Duble started abou t eighteen
onths ago whe n the State
preme Court ruled that t he
le mu st come up with a more
ual way of funding public
luca tio n, Gove rn o r Byrne
oposed the fa irest way, a
adua te d sta te income ta x.
mediately it was re jected.
ince t he n Governo r Byrne
s trie d time af te r time to get
e Leg isla ture to find some wa y
further f.und education, b ut to
, avail. Finally Gove rnor Byrn e
d no cho ice bu t to do what he
1d he would do-drastica ll y cut
e budget. Afte r all , Gove rnor
rne does not appropriate the
oney, the Legis lature does. The
ve rnor only spe nds it.
If the blame for what wa s done
our budget must be given to
meone it should be to
ngan. He is the Ch3ncellor of
gher Education and should be
•hting with us. But instead what
e s he do? He sits backs, let
gher education go down the
bes, and even recommends
o and what should be cut.
ood show, Dungan! We can all
e that you really care about us
d our future .
o close I would like to quote a
n I saw at the rally. I direct it to
e people in the state governr nt as well as the taxpayers . It
d , "New Jersey , we are your
ildren , and you are hurting

Yours truly,
S_teven Shupp

Cut System
for Profs?
To the ed itor s of th e
Independent:
Your latest issue has a headline, " Chaos·and Commitment in
Tre nton ." I should like to address myself to Chaos and Commitment in Union .
As a studen t here, I frankly feel
my time and presence are being
rudel y used . Yes , I presently have
one , and in the past have had excellent a nd dedicated teachers.
However, I am sliocked to find a
widely prevailing lack of regard
for the time , rights, and needs of
t he student. We students should
begin to keep attendance
records on the teaching staff.
I am a older student who gave
up pa id employment to "complete by education ." I feel frustrated , insulted, and in many
ways poorer for the experience
of being at Kean . I, like you, am a
taxpayer. I would like to see a
tightening of standards. We all
lose if four years of Kean
becom~s d iluted by apathy and
sloth.
How many times it has been
said that the only hope of our
society " rests" with our teachers.
They must inspire, hold a light to
a view of increased understanding, compassion, and competence. True, the above are intangible,
perhaps
spiritual ,
values. But they can prevail in
spite of whatever economic
adversities may occur and they

may help to avert some of them.

Ralph
Wrong
Writes

eader
~ar Mr . Ralph Spendorio,

I'm writing this in reply to your
~merous articles published in
Independent throughout the
ool year. This is the second
e I have made an attempt to
ach you.
ow can a " college' ucated " person , pride of our
erican hopes, be so anuated and closed-minded? At
time when men 's thoughts
1ould move toward eliminating
ombs completely, you scream
r further production of these
truments of death. No matter
hat your favorite general says,
u can't stop wars by building
etter war machines.
It is time for us to take the time,
ergy, manpower and money
, nt on false security and put it
, wards something meaningful
d tangible to the every day
an.
Peace must come from the
eart not from a drafting table
ictating itself to the ·destru.::tion
f other human beings. Instead
f applauding the Masters of
Var (by Bob Dylan , You might
fant to read this to get the full
leaning of our defense spen!ng) and their over-stuffed
pcketbooks , sit down and see if
ou can ', find a better solution to
[le problem , not only for the
[nited States, but also for Russia
nd China and the rest of the
rorld. Work to save , not to des·oy our planet.
,
Jack Napier

In

short, without

rigorous

standards, Kean is a traitor to itself.
Pauline Gyorgy

Need Music
to Expand
Minds
I hope " the powers that be"
(C.C.B.) here at Kean College
wake up real soon and realize
that smaller concerts in the Little
Theater are also valuable to the
student body and are well worth
the small amounts of money it
takes to sponsor them . Last Monday, Feb. 23 the Dave Sanborn
Sextet proved just that. They
were excellent and the nearly
200 people who saw them know
that .
Since C.C.B. is given nearly
$100 ,000 annually to do concerts, I feel that some of this
money (maybe $10,000 or 10%)
should be used as it was appropriated for minor concerts in the
Little Theater. I' m sure I' m not
alone when I say this. ·
People say that Little Theater
concerts are not worth the
investment. To this , I say bullshit! The average cost of a 1,000
seat T.P .A. concert is $8,000,
making each seat worth $8 .00,
before you even talk about the
" freebies" they give away . The
average cost for a concert in the
Little Theater is $1 ,000, making
each of the 200 seats worth $5.
Even if C.C.B. charges $3 per
ticket, which they seldom do, the
expense per seat sould be equal.
Now how can you say its a bad
investment if Student Org. appropriated money for these well
attended concerts.
I thought students went to
college to expand their minds. If
all they want in social events are
(Continued on paf(e 15)

Karee Skarsten is an artist who works in fiber . She makes soft sculpture, weaves, knits , crochets, does batik, macrame and basketry. Recently she has been especially interested in quilts covered with photographic images . These images are transferred to the quilt by a process of
her own invention. Ms. Skarsten's work has been widely exhibited.
Some of it appears in a book entitled New Directions.
One week before the beginning of the fall semester Ms. Skarsten was
hired as an instructor in the Kean College Fine Arts Department. At the
time, she and her husband John were living in Buffalo. Ms. Skarsten
started teaching at Kean but it wasn't until November that-she and her
husband found studios (John is a sculptor) and with great difficulty and
expense moved from Buffalo to Jersey City.
On January 30 Karee received a registered letter from Vice President
Dorr . The Vice President said he would not recommend Ms. Skarsten's
reappointment for the coming school year.
,
Karee has taught at the State University College at Buffalo, at the Indiana State Univers ity and in the Chicago public school system. She
holds an MS from the Un iversi ty of Wisconsin and an MFA from the
Cranbrook Academ)I. Nothing in her experience, though, prepared he·r
for what she would encounter at Kean.
Why was Ms. Skarsten fired? There is no reasonable answer. She
wasn 't fired because of her teaching, which was excellent. Students
were enthusjastic about her work and the program she was developing.
Over 150 students wrote letters to President Weiss protesting her firing.
She wasn 't fired because of lack of faculty support. The fine arts faculty
unanimously backed her an I also wrote letters of protest.
The reason Ms. Skarsten was fired was purely budgetary. (That's what
they said. We have our doubts.) There were not enought students
registered in her courses. The administration made a simple calculation: Ms. Skarsten's courses don't pay. Therefore the admi nistration would be justified in. firing her. At the very least this calculation
must be extremely short-sighted. Ms. Skarsten was organizing a new, expanded program. To make the program work it was necessary to
generate student enthusiasm. This occured as the protest letters
showed. Ms. Skarsten's courses also were of great importance for other
programs: for art education, interior design, elementary education. But
there was no way Ms. Skarsten could have affected the number of
students registering for her courses in the fall since she was hired only
one week before the semester began. This fact did not Impress an administration intent on finding ways of cutting back. Ms. Skarsten was
never given a chance.
This is a personal tragedy-a career damaged, two lives deeply disrupted. It is also a tragedy for Kean, one that may be multiplied many
times. Ms. Skarsten is one of thirteen teachers fired for budgetary
reasons-so far.
No doubt, if pressed, the administration would claim it is being forced
by the state to dismiss faculty and cutback programs. But this claim
would not be the entire truth. Governor Byrne has proposed a 10%
reduction in the budget for higher education. This reduced budget
means not just thirteen teachers fired at Kean but eighty or even one
hundred , and hundreds more at other state colleges. Chancellor
Dungan has declared his enthusiastic support for this austerity budget.
He asserts the reduction will improve the quality of higher education in
New Jersey. He is saying, in effect, that firing Karee Skarsten is beneficial. This raises an interesting question: whom will it benefit?
Dunganpclearly has no intention of fighting to improve higher
education in New Jersey. He will , with the Governor, preside over its
destruction. But the Kean administration, by firing Ms. Skarsten and
twelve others, is cooperating. Perhaps the administration subscribes to
the notion that the firings will placate Trenton and thereby save other
jobs and other programs . In the end the firings will probably have
precisely the opposit-~ effect.
Governor Byrne has made his proposal but the budget has yet to be
decided. What will influence the decision? The administration's "sacrifice" may help convince the state that Byrne's austerity budget can be
instituted without a fight. If Kean voluntarily gives up thirteen jobs and
almost as many programs in anticipation of cutbacks-so the reasoning
will run-then the further reductions the budget entails will meet with
little or no resistance.
New Jersey is not a poor state even though it ranks low in per capita
spending on higher education. There is no justification for a higher
education budget, like the Byrne .budget, of such unexampled stingi.ness. Ms. Skarsten is one of the many who are being hurt or who will be
hurt-faculty, students, and ultimately the people of New Jersey.
Byrne's economies, made cynically on the basis of political expedience,
spell increasing social and cultural impoverishment. By its summary firing of thirteen qualified teachers the Kean administration has acquiesced in this impoverishment. According to the administration Kean
has no place for the talents and artistry of Karee Skarsten.
ff the administration has failed to resist, who then wlllJ
Brenda Suler
Secretary
Fine Arts Student Association
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8ut we haven't mentioned the
worst. As if we don' t have
enough problems in our society,
trying to tu~n yo"\Jng people off
to marijuana and on to god, this
show promotes the former and
derides the latter. In a recent
series of episodes , Mary Hartman and her husband smoked
marijuana on camera and then
attended a religious program
while under the effects of this
dangerous drug. Acting as foolishly as people on this drug
generally do, the two disrupted
the service and made a mockery
of the divine gift of healing.
While these potheads clearly
made asses of themselves and
desecrated a sacred ritual , the
less perceptive may have misinterpreted the episode as showing how harmless and fun pot is,
'while exposing the hypocrisy of
faith healing. If this isn't stopped
at once, they'll soon be poking
fun at Verbal Roberts and
glorifying cocaine. My, my.
No more need be said. Avoid
this program. It is not for rightthinking Americans. Leave it to
Lest you think we exaggerate,
the potheads and perverts.
good brothers and sisters, w_e'II
If you watched the results of
give you some specifics.
the New Hampshire primary,
The "New Morality," a
and
heard the candidates'
euphemistic term for sinful, depcomments you 'may have
raved, sexual conduct, is evidenthought your mind was playing
tly the philosophy of the show's
tricks on you. Everybody won.
writers. The title character is porEverybody was encouraged by
trayed as a sexually demanding,
the outcome. Incredibly, no one
aggressive, emasculating woman
professed disappointment or
who attempts to shame her
loving, devoted husband into . anything like it.
Maybe we can make some
committing sexual acts not
sense of it all. Think of a game
specifically for the purpose of
show. On the democratic side,
procreation . Further, her sister is
Jimmy Carter won the big deal of
having an affair with a deaf-mute
the day. Sergeant Shriver got
that is blatently sexual in nature.
zonked, no matter what you
And if that isn't perverted
heard him say . Everybody else
enough, there was even a
won a Broyhill patio set or some
relationship between a women
such. The Republican side is not
in her twenties and a man in his
(Continued on page 15)
seventies . Disgusting.

by Buz Whelan
Those who can read the signs
know the end is near. We saw
one ourselves the other day on
Rt. 22 in Springfield. "The End Is
Near," it said in bold red letters
on a soft blue field .
There is much other evidence,
the most dovious is the trash we
see on television. In the past
we' ve warned you away from
such vulgarities as the Smother
Brothers Comedy Hour and the
absurdly crude and utterly tasteless NBC Saturday Night. Now an
even more dangerous insidious
show is playing the airwaves and
proving beyond doubt that
judgement is at hand. Hallelujah.
What makes this new entry so
utterly evil is that it is masked
under the guise of that revered
centerpiece
of
American
culture-the soap opera . Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman, , the
ersatz sheep, promotes all that is
wicked and degenerate while attacking everything good and
decent. Amen.

Campus Women: students,
staff and faculty will be
interested in these items that
came to ~ur attention this week
at the Campus Center for
Woman.
• The American Baptist Churches of New Jersey have announced
a
conference,
"Women and the Church" at
two sites and for two dates:
March 20 (in East Orange) and
March 27 (in Haddonfield). The
conference will run from 9 a.m.
until 3:30 and will include workshops on self-confidence training, and women in the Bible. The
conference fee is $12.00 and
registration forms are available
in the Campus Center for
Women, SA 112. For further information, contact the state
organization at (201) 676-5015
(East Orange).
• Job seekers maywanttolearn
more about The Professional
Roster, an employment information and referral service on
the campus at Princeton University. Organized and staffed entirely by volunteers the Roster
attempts to match qualified
women entering the job market
with available industrial career
openings. The Roster is open
from 10 a.m . to 1 p.m . five days
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by Ralph-Splendorio
In the past five years citizens of
the planet " Trustule" have been
studying the culture of t he
United States through its television. All aspects of American
life have been studied and a final
report has been written and vvill
be sent to Trustule high command. Our spys have lifted a
copy of this report . The following are some of the excerpts on
major topics:
Conservatism: A man named
Archie Bunker is America ' s leading conservative. He hates all
things he cannot understand and
loves only himself. He relives
WW II and can not find satisfaction in the present environment. His kind read a paper
called the " Daily News" because
it has many pictures and few
words.
Sadism: Americans have a
hidden passion for self-torture.
They call it commercials. These
commercials appear at constant·
intervals and have no intellectual
value. I think they are imposed
by the government to remind
people that they are being watched.
Morals: Daytime television
consists largely of what is called
continuing dramas. These
dramas are known to depict life
as it really is. According to these
dramas, no man is ever good.
Men fool around with other
men's wives while their spouse is
dying of leukemia. No one
knows who their parents are, and
parents are never sure whet her
their children are really their
children.
Richard Nixon: Richard Nixon
is a former dictator of the United
States.
He had eve~yone's
phones tapped , and under his
rule, no one was safe. Newsmen
'.'Vere persecuted , and the first
amendment was being destroyed. The only good thing he
did was resign.
Gerald Ford: Gerald Ford is

*

t he present leader of the United
States. He loves to ski, exercise,
and make a fool of himself. He is
honest, but you cannot believe
what he says because you never
know if he knows what he' s
speaking about .
Ted Kennedy: Ted Kennedy
epitomizes all that is good and
wholesome in the United States.
Ted
Kennedy should be
president. -One time a girl named
Mary Jo tempted him , and God

· By Fr. Philip Merdinger
TONITE-IN DOWNS HALL AT
8 P.M. the Campus Ministry will
sponsor a gathering for collegeage people to praise and celebrate Jesus as Lord. What does all
that mean? It is a meeting to express faith that Jesus Christ is
alive and present among any
body of people gathered in a
spirit of openness to him. It
means to fulfull the promise that
where two or more are
"gathered in My name, there I
am in their midst". It means that
the promise of Pentecost to fill all
members of the human family
with the power to recognize how
much they are loved by God is
meant to be fulfilled in our own
days among our own people.
This "prayer-meeting" is offered
in the conviction that Jesus wants
to be known and shared by
college-age people as well as any
other group of people .

The format of this gathering
will be quite simple: prayer,
especially the prayer of praise
celebrating the presence of Jesus
on this campus ; readings from
Scripture in which particular

lQue
Pasara?

* * *

Bienvenidos nuevos votantes

Circle , West Suffield, Conn.
06093 for further details.
• Try not to miss t he New
Jersey Flower & Garden Show,
now through March 7 at the
Morristown National Guard Armory, Morri stown . The annual
each week : You may want to
show this year focuses on
investigate. (N.Y . Times, Feb" Gardens : A bicentennial
ruary 22, 1976)
Heritage" and includes both
• The role of women in Judaism
horticulture as well as artistic exis the subject for a lecture
hibits, plus some exciting workscheduled at Union College on
shops on landscape design and
Thursday, March 4, at noon in
planning . Do plan to attend.
Room N-20 at Union's Cranford
• A word of commentary : The
Campus. Three rabbis will serve
Garden Show, as many of the
as discussion leaders during this
items which appear in this
workshop sponsored by the
column, are NOT NECESSAR1L Y
Jewish Student Organization at
for women only. The latter event
our "sister" college.
appeals to general human
• NOW will hold its Eastern
interests, not just feminine ones .
Regional Convention in Hart• Do remember the Honorford Connecticut on March 19,
able Elizabeth Holtzman (D.20 & 21 at the Sheraton-HartN. Y.) here on campus on March
ford. The conference theme
15 to deliver the Keynote address
"shoulder-to-shoulder"
at the Mock Convention
attempts to rekindle the enorganized by KCNJ's political
thusiasm of those earlier science department.
feminists: the British and
•Pleaseusethecouponbelow
American suffragettes . There is a _ if you have any items which you
registration fee of $15.00 , whic~
would
like to include in
can be waived for those whom it
WOMAN SPACE. Items should
is too costly . Write to Shoulder to
be submitted at least 2-3 weeks
Shoulder NOW , 140 Chestnut
before th e eve nt (if cfatPd) .

In the pa st Student e lect ions
for Student Organization , onl y
5% of the Spanish students
voted . In this coming election ,
t he leaders of the Spanish
students have united to bring out
a possible 70% of the voters . We
do not speak of 50-60 votes but of
70% of 750 votes . Let's think of
the influence these votes will
have over Student Organization
and the decisions they make. The
word minority will be eliminated
from the Spanish student in
order to become an active
student.
We have recognized that there
is one thing we all have in COtl)mon " That We Are Students."
Primera Fraternidad Latina en
New Jersey

We would like to announce
that the first Latin fraternity and
Sorority is being founded right
here on campus . The membership is increasing rapidly. At
present time there are over a
hundred active members. The
executive board is being
directed by Diana ·Pizarro, Connie Cardenas, Agustin Garcia
and Juan Hernandez among
others .
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE! Our purpose is to unite all the
I section of The Independent:
I Latin students attending Kean.
I Item or event _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I Our
:ire geared towards
I Place, date and time _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 socialmeeting
and cultural activities and
I Source-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Your name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I are open to all interested. Our
meetings are held every TuesI Please return all suggestions to : The Campus Center for Women,
cfay at 1 :45 p .m. in Willi~ 400.
lveryonP i~ w elcome.

r------------------------------,
Rml

l..:~~~~~::t~.:~~di ~-__________________J

used Ted Kennedy as his agent in
her punishment .
CIA: The CIA was Richard Nixon 's secret police force. It has
been known to serve Republican
presidents in ways of unbecoming of a democracy. The only
reason they were not so successful was because of constant goof-

-ups .
FBI: The FBI was a secret pol ice
force· of the former di rector J.
Edgar Hoover. He ruthlessly ran
the FBI and modeled it after his
own political viewpoints ..He was
a junior Hitler with Nazi tendencies.
It's great to know that other
people are getting such a great
view of the United States
through television.

words of God to us may be
spoken; the witness of persons in
whose lives Jesus has come to
share and heal ; songs to express
the many moods we come. to
Jesus with; spontaneous prayer
and silence; a short t.eachi ng on
-some part of the Lord'. s life.
Afterwards, coffee and sharing,
contact. .. A team of 7 .collegeage people will lead the songs
and give the witness. Off-campus people of college-age are invited also.
It's hard to say much more
about this simply, joyful way of
sharing the presence of Jesus and
·the gifts of the Spirit he will bring
us. I knowthattheworldswelive
· in most of the time are very
different from a world which
rests on the wisdom expressed in
Jesus. I know even more how
much past church and religious
experiences have defaced rhe
image of Jesus that the Scriptures
show us. But I believe that the
power of Jesus is greater than
both these obstacles and that he
wants to gather people together
in a new way to experience his
love and healing and so come to

God.

What Will
Happen?
En las pasadas elecciones estudiantiles, solame nte un 5'¾, d e
los estudia ntes hi spa nos participaron con su voto. Esto cambiara en estas elecciones ya que
los lideres y los estudiant es hispanos se han unido para saca r un
probable 70'¾, de los votos en el
· dia de las elecciones . No
hablamos de 50 o 60 votos sino
del 70% de 750 votos.
Pensemos en la influencia que
estos votantes tendran sabre el
Gobierno Estudiantil y sabre sus
deciciones.
El concepto de minoria re
eliminara del hispano para
convertirse en estudiante activo.
Hemos reconocido que tenemos
algo en comun "QUE SOMOS
ESTUDIANTES".
Queremos comunicar a todos
los estudiantes de este college.
que ya se ha establecido la
primera fraternidad Lat" na de
hombres ymujeres en todo el est ado de New Jersey. La fraternidad esta creciendo dia a dia con
nuevos miembros activos. Actualmente somos mas de cien
miembros con una directiva
integrada por Diana Pizarro,
Connie Cardenas, Agustin Garcia y Juan Hernandez entre otros. Nuestras actividades estan
encaminadas a unir todos los
Latinos de este college. Las puertas estan abiertas - para el que
quiera participar en las diversas
actividades sociales y culturales.
Nuestras· reuniones se realizan
todos los martes en Willis 400 a
1:45 p .m. todos seran bienvenidos.
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"Pickling the Past"?
ould you believe there is
ch more to historic preserion than pickling the past?
re than hundreds of inidua ls claiming that George
shington slept here? More
n historic artifacts displayed
glass cases? It 's true! There's
ch, much more!
'
isloric preservation means
pting grand old buildings to
ovative and modern uses.
ton's old City Hall has been
verted into office space and
elegant French restaurant. In
t Lake City , entrepreneurs
e converted an old trolley car
n and eleven trolley cars into
shopping center. An old
rnery in Peabody, Mass. , has
n converted into apartment
using for the elderly. An old
-story department store with
ast-iron facade in New York
y has been converted into luxapartments. The area of Seat, Wash ., which gave the nation
term "Skid Road ", is now
neer Square with unique
ps and restaurants. In Sacranto, Calif .. 80 houses in a
merly depressed. riverfront
a are being restored and rens tr uct e d
to
contain
seums , restaurants , enterment areas . retail shops, and
ice space.
is1oric
preservation
also
eans rehabilitating central city
1ghborhoods. Local ci1izens all
er 1he country are converting
· ms and near-slums into better

neighborhoods . For example, a
committee of local people is
leading the restoraIion of houses
in the Lafayette Square area of St.
Louis. Other examples of
neighborhood rehabilitation can
be found in Washington, D .C.'s
Capitol Hill area, the Inner Mission area of San - Francisco , the
Swiss Avenue neighborhood in
Dallas, Texas , Butchertown in
Louisville , Ky., Federal Hill in
Baltimore , and old West Side in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Historic
preservation
also
takes unusual forms. In Margate,
N .J., a six-story wooden elephant which once housed a restaurant in her stomach has been
restored. In Jefferson, Texas , a
group of 58 teenagers and one
adult have purchased an old
building and are restoring it with
money from their own fund-raisi ng projects.
Literally thousands of projects
like these have been completed
or are in progress all over the
United States . Many receive
technical or modest financial
help from the National Trust for
Historic Preservation, the only
private , education and nonprofit organization chartered by
Congress to guide and further
the preservation movememt.
All of us gain from historic
preservation because restored
buildings keep our past alive.
This is important. It gives us a
sense of purpose, a beginning, a
common heritage , but most im-

Space "Ghoul''
Mars Shots
CPS)-Scien1ists have disvered wha1 appears ro be
other " Bermuda Triangle" in
ich craft flying through acern area encounter weird difulties such as broken gear and
rupted radio transmission .
Relax , however, if you're plang a trip , unless it 's to Mars.
ie area scientists are worried
out is located in space about
million miles from earth and
5 million miles from the sun.
at spot, which stretches for
,out 5 million miles, is the
•lestial stomping grounds of
e " Great Galactic Ghoul " who
s just gobbled up his seventh
ce ship.
The Ghoul 's latest victim is the
S. Viking spacecraft currently
aded for the angry red planet
ere it is scheduled to look for

ock-a-fueler
(CPS)-Hot rocks could be the
ergy form of the future for
me Britains, according to a
oup of British scientists . Earthated rocks buried two or three
iles underground at three sites
i Britain could easily be reached
ing modern mining techniues , the scientists claim . Later,
ater could be pumped down
nd steam could 6e captured to
at homes and factories.
Researchers say that hot rocks
uld supply energy equivalent
four million tons of coal a year.
e rocks lie under Cornwall in
uthwest England, Durham in
northeast a·n d the wesIern
off Scotland .

signs of life this summer. The
Viking craft lost one of its three
soil sampling ovens in a
mysterious

explosion.

Other

Ghoul casualties include a
battery of the Mariner 7 which
exploded while in the Ghoul 's
la ir , a Mariner radio which malfunctioned temporarily but went
back on after leaving the Ghoul's
orbit and two Mariner craft
which lost their guiding star
upon reaching the area but later
regained it after leaving.
"It's uncanny," says John
Casani of the Padadena Jet Propulsion Laboratory. "The Ghoul
always seems to know when
we' re coming his way ."
The Ghoul has no apparent
ideological hangups. Two Soviet
space shots Zond 2 in 1964 and
Mars 1 in 1965, have also been
stung. Those two ships lost their
radios as they crossed into the
Ghoul 's orbit and they never
came back on .

H OrSe ChQSefi
(CPS)-Which animal best
represents America on the occasion of its bicentennial? The
horse, according to a poll of
children conducted by the
Humane Society of the U.S.
The Society polled thousands
of U.S. youngsters and the immigrant creature brought to
America by Spanish conquistadors won over the bald eagle, a
true American, which finished
second. Other native Americans
such as turkeys and salmon
finished far down the list.

bas Attack in Restaurant
I (CPS)-Patrons of a small

resaurant in Aspen , Co., were
r rved an unusual entree receny: chemical mace .
Impatient with the slow serIce, one of the customers,
il liam D . Noonan, pulled out a
n of mace and wafted the ding room . Among those who
~ere seated in the room at the
_me were the Aspen mayor and
11y manager .

l

"T hey' ll never tell us there 's an
hour-and-a-half
wait
there
again ," Noonan told his friends
as they fled the teary scene.
Later , in the evening, Noonan
turned himself in to the police.
The mace spraying was
" stupid,"
admitted one of
Noonan ' s friends , " but it should
be every citizen's right 10 spra v
politicians with mace from Iimf'
to time ."

portant; it gives us roots .
Julian Boyd, noted Jefferso n
scholar, has said: "Our historic
shrines , our parks , our restoration s, our pageants, and our
monuments constitute a vast textbook across the land , wherein
millions of people may deepen
their expe~ience, renew their acquaintance with the roots of
their
institutions,
and
occasionally encounter those rare
moments of understanding and
insight that regenerate our
strength."
Historic preservation is for
everyone, and college students
can help preserve America's
heritage for today and the
future . One way to get started is
to join the National Trust, whose
nearly 100,000 members receive
a monthly
newspaper , a
quarterly magazine, and are
allowed free admittance to the
National Trust properties.
Membership for college
students is available for $5.00 per
year. Checks can be mailed to
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation , 740-748 Jackson
Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.

2006.

D.I.A. Plans
Seminar at Kean
DISABLED IN ACTION, the
Kean-based organization of, by
and for disabled adults, will conduct a panel discussion on Friday, March 5, in Downs Hall
Alumni Lounge, beginning at
7:30 p.m . The subject of the
program will be "HOUSING
AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THE
DISABLED."
Participants on the panel,
which will be moderated by
D.I.A. president Sandra Pinkerton, will be: Lisa Walker,
Research Aide to Senator Harrison Williams; Charles Jantzen,
director of the Foundation for
the Handicapped in Wayne, N.J .;
Thomas Blatner, representing
Ann Klein, N.J. Commissioner of
Institutions and Agencies:
Thomas Powell, member of the
N.J. Commission on Human
Resources; and Bernard Carabello, until recently at 17-year
resident of the much publicized
Willowbrook State School in
Staten Island, N.Y.
Discrimination, particularly in
areas such as housing, is an
every-day problem faced by dis-

Sees All, Nose All
(CPS)-Everyone knows what
happens when the nose knows
but what happens when the nose
sees?
That is the question quizzical
doctors in Japan are asking as
they puzzle over the case of little
Sayuri Tanaka . Sayuri, 10, has
perfect vision-in both eyes and
also in the left flank of her nose.
Doctors and researchers have
confirmed it and a British newspaper reporter recently clamped
tight blinders over Sayuri's eyes

and then watched as she read a
magazine, watched television
and caught a baseball, all by
watching with her nose.
Doctors say Sayuri i~ nearly
unique. "There are cases in the
Soviet Union, Albania and the
U.S.," says Dr. Toshiya Nakaoka,
"interestingly, some have vision
in their fingertips, but I have
heard of only one case like
Sayuri's." Sayuri herself takes it
all in stride. She likes to blow
minds by riding her bike blindfolded in heavy traffic.

Circle K Holds
Member.s hip
Round-Up
"It 's funny how people are,"
said Carl Appel, President of Circle K, " everyone talks about how
bad everything is, but no one
wants to do anything about it."
" Literally hundreds of students
are working toward degrees in
the helping professions, like
education and social sciences,
but have no time for any extracurricular activities-or, so they
think. " "It's important to me that
these people are informed that
they can help unfortunate and
neglected people by participating in an organization like Circle
K, where only one hour a week
of their time can be enough to
do something good for someone who needs them."
That's how Carl sums up his
membership drive for a reorganized service organization
on campus, Circle K. Appel
stressed that Circle K is the only
coed service fraternity on campus for full time st udents. " We
are trying to attract students who
would not usually be able to find
time in their schedules 10 be a
membe r of a service club or
fraternity ," he sai d .
Circle K is a coed organization
1hat is sponsored by Kiwani\
Interna tional with a membership of 11 ,000 in some ZOO clubs

in the U.S. and Canada. The objective of Circle K is to provide
college students with a means by
which students interested . in
helping others and becoming
personally involved in the search
for solutions to community and
campus problems can actively
express this concern.
"Right now we are a very small
group." said Appel, "so we have
planned a number of projects
that can be accomplished with a
small number of people, like
helping the CEC run the benefit
dance marathon they ' ve
planned and having parties for
children
with
muscular
dystrophy. "
"However if we can get additional manpower, I' d like to
see the club take on more long
range, on-going projects ."
Appel said that a special, brief
meeting for prospective
members of Circle K will be held
on Tuesday, March 9th , at 2 p.m .
in Bruce Hall , Room 208A. " We'll
have a chance to tell people
more about what a fraternity like
this ca n do here at Kean," he
said. If you ' re in1erested and
cannot make the mee ting , you
can co nta ci Appel through the
Alumni Relation s Office in T-107,
or ca-II 527-2526.

FORTHCOMING FILM
I have been able to arrangP for a showing of the film, The Making of
the President, 1972, on Tuesday, March 16, 1976 at 1 :40 P.M. in J-100.
The timing seems to be appropriate as March 15-17 are the dates for
the Mock Democratic .Presidental Nominating Convention.
I would appreciate it if you would announce the showing of this
film to all your classes and , as well , to anyone else whom you think
might be inte re s1ed.

abled people, and the program,
according to Miss Pinkerton, will
emphasize ways and means for
disabled people to break
through
the
barrier
encountered with regard to landlords who use discriminatory tactics, which have until recently
effectively prevented disabled
individuals from taking advantage of their rights as citizens,
to which the organization feels
they are as entitled as any other
citizen.
Anyone interested in the work
being carried forward by D.I.A.,
whether disabled or not, is cordially invited to attend the
seminar, during which ample
time will be available for
audience participation .
Miss
Pinkerton
also announced a D.I.A.-sponsored
basketball game to be held at
Hackensack High School on April 23, and the White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals, a three-day gathering
to be held in Washington, D.C.
April 28th through the 30th.
Regular meetings of D.1.A. will
be held in Downs Hall Alumni
Lounge on April 25 and May 16 at
2 p.m. These meetings, like all
D.I.A. functions, are open to the
public, and participation by any
interested individuals, disabled
or not, is actively solicited and
most appreciated.
Further information on the
organization as well as its goals
and activities may be obtained
through the Safety Committee
office in CC 143. Office hours are
Monday and Tuesday from 1 :45
to 3 p.m., or contact may be
made by calling EXT. 2044.

w ·o MAN

TALKon
Politics
WOMAN TALK presents More
on Women in Politics for its
March 10 presentation with Dr.
Eleanor Laudicina of KCNJ's
political science faculty. The discussion is in response the
audience suggestions following
the fall WOMAN TALK series requesting more discussions on
women in and/ or near political
life.
Laudicina designed a course
on Women in Politics which she
taught during the January intersession. For her WOMAN TALK
lecture she will detail aspects of
women in politics as they participate from two different
positions: women as members of
the general political scene,
usually as voters, and women as
members of the political elite, as
office-holders, candidates and
organizational staff.
Dr. Laudicina recently
returned to Kean 's political
science faculty having completed her Ph .D. in political
science at Rutgers University.
Laudicina had been an Eagleton
Fellow at the Eagleton Institute
of Politics at the University.
Widely published, Laudicina has
presented papers on the
" politics of liberation " at many
nation a I conference.s She is
· currently at work on a book on
leadership in the public sector, a
management manual for public
administrators.
WOMAN TALK continues
each week on Wednesday at
noon at Downs Hall throughout
the semester. The March 17 segment will focus on " St. Patrick
· and Other Famous Male Chauvinists. " The discussion series is
sponsored by the Campus
Center for Women .
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March Comes
In Like
A Lion

Student Affairs is sp<

The Alpha Omega Players of Texas will present Mark Twain's "The Diary of Adam
and Eve" at Downs Hall Dining Room 1 on March 16. See Micki Egan at Student Affairs for more information on this dinner-theatre presentation.

Greg Rusin (1) and Jack Sullivan in "Happy Birthday," a recent Lunchtime Theatre production by student Mike Johnson.

Photo bv foe Ho rvath

Jack can't wait for the next I. unc
presented at Little theater on Ma,

INDEPENDENT

trip to the Joffrey Ballet on Sunday, March 21 at 12:45. Tickets are $5.25 and can be obtained at CC-112, CC-143, or the Evening Student office, all In the CCB.

?hoto by Joe Horvath

roduction. Offenbach's RSVP will be
5 for just 49¢.

Julian Bond will be speakin~ here on Thursday, March 25th at 8:00. Bond, a Georgia State Senator, appearing through the
auspices of the Third World and Townsend Lecture Series.
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Arts & Entertainment

''Mack and Mabel'' Makes It
by Ed Faver
What happens to a show that
flops on Broadway ? Does it sink
into the great red ink sea in the
sky? Not so with Mack and
Mabel, a musical that had a very
unsuccessful Broadway run in
the fall of 1974. Writers Michael
Stewart and Jerry Herman resurrected the show, rewrote
parts of the book and some of
the songs and put the show back
on the road. Now Celebration
Playhouse has produced their
own version of the new show,
and it is quite possibly the best
thing the Cranford group has
done yet.
Mack and Mabel is essentially
the love story of film-maker
Mack Sennett and his star, Mabel
Normand. When Mack first
meets her, l'v1abel is just a
delivery girl for a deli near his
studio. Soon Mabel is starring in
Mack's two-reel silent comedies.
That's when the trouble begins.
Mabel begins to tire of her
subservient role to Sennett and
wishes to go on to bigger things,
in the form of feature films. She
gets her wish , but not with
Sennett. Another director, W.D.
Taylor, signs her to perform in his
films and also introduces her to
drugs. Mabel tries to make a
comeback with Mack, but
tempers clash and Mabel's
career is finished. Our couple
does leave us, though ; with a
happy ending.
Director Gary Cohen, who

also plays the role of Mack, has
done perhaps his finest job at
Celebration; the show smack~
with touches of the flapper yea rs,
right down to slides on either
side of the stage which serve as
title cards when movies are
shown and are also used to identify the different scenes . Cohen's
set is basically Sennett's movie
studio with set pieces brought to
suggest the other sites of the
story.
This
concept
works
beautifully.
The performances are uniformly excellent with the main
standout being Carol Vuocolo as
Mabel. Her performance indicates a true understanding of
her character as she plays it with
compassion. Cohen's Sennett is a
good int erpretation, but his sing-

by Frank Bolger
The legend reads that the Irish
are all descended from kings.
The truth is that being Irish
makes them feel like kings .
Another such popular belief is
that," ... all their wars are merry,
and all their songs are sad." The
"mirth" generated by the most
recent I RA-sponsored bombings is imperceptible. If you
believe that, "a ll their songs are
sad," then the newly released LP,
Chieftains 5 comes along at an
opportune moment.

by Bill Arends

McDevitts opening selections.
These Baboque Works were
sung well in lovely pieces. The
Purcell pieces seemed to transcend their era and speak directly
to the human co ndition of every
age. The music of twentieth century Arne rica was performed
next. Four songs were sung including one by Prof. Golub a
dear little piece to the famous
poem " What I was one and
Twenty ." Maurice Ravel 's "Do n
Quichotte a Dulcinee' concludPd his part of the recital·.
McDevitt's theatrical powers
were evident in this set. The only
problem was that he looked too
debonair to be the sp indly old
knight.
Kuyper and Freeman returned
for a second tim e with the hornist in a much improved form .
Two works by the American lsin
Hamilton proved to be oft he disjointed. discordant. note c lashing point-proving type that
alienates at least as many as it
enlightens. Paul Duka s' Villanelle was the final work of the
evening. Here Kuyper truly
redeemed himself proving his
virtuosity in this highlv mPlodic
romantic work .

Food for Thought
(CPS)-The surprise in the applesauce surprise cake which
took first place in a recent cooking contest was dried earthworms. For concocting the best
recipe using dried earthworms. a
Minnesota woman won $500 and
first place in the North American
Bait Farms bake-off.
The bait farms sponsored the
co ntest to promote the use of
ea rthworm s as a protein substitute in human food. The company claims that up to 72 percent
of the worms ' dry weight is pure
protein.
Some university professors
think the idea of insects for

human consumption would be
nutr itionally va luablP because
they contain protein. fats . and
carbohydrates . But the exoskeletons
could
present
a
problem. an Iowa StatP University professor sai d. .. I don't
believe human beings could
digest it. "
A not her Iowa State professor
noted that North American Indians used to eat grass hoppers
and other people ate grubs. but
he doubted modern Americans
would adapt thP idea of eating
insects readilv .
" A much more pranir.il
solu1ion is 1101 to go ou1 ;ind

The Chieftains are several fine
musicians from various corners
of the Emerald Isle, whose first
acquaintance with the American
public came in the form of background music to Kubrick 's fine
new film , Barry Lyndon . They
are, to quote their liner notes, " . .
.a bunch of lived-in faces that
play traditional Irish music, not
Paddy McGinty's Goat , bu·, the
stuff that is as real as poteen." I
wish I'd said that.
" The Celts keep on giving to
the world, I think we 're very
generous. " Indeed they are, for
the land that gave us Joyce,
Wilde, Shaw, Swift, and Fitzgerald (Barry), has presented the
world with a welcome gift, a
music that reaches the soul. In

this era of grunts and groans,
when the foulest plucking of a
string
causes
nationwide
hysteria , hog-callers are acclaimed as vocalists and virtuosos , and half the country is
heartsick for some freckle-faced
boy only recently escaped from
puberty, it is a pleasure to listen
to artists perform .
The album opens with one of
its finest cuts, The Tim pan Reel.
This song is vaguely reminiscent
of its primitive American offspring. bluegrass, except there is
no scent of the barnyard. The
song is a tribute to the Irish lifestyle. spann ing its dreary oppressive boredom. times of indecision, and of discovery. to
moments of inspiration and
frenzy . It is a supercharged package of ;umbling moods and
feelings ,vhich drives toward its
inexurable conclusion with each
musician. like a roadside
st raggler . picked up along the
way. Side One continues with

A FUN LOOK AT THE SOAP OPERA
by Sandy Adzin
A housewife, pardon me,
domestic engineer, in middle
class suburbia, is busily ironing
away the last remnants of this
week's wash: an assortment of
countless shirts, blouses , pants
and playclothes for her hard
working husband and two tiny
tots.
It is mid-afternoon , yet she
has not been idle . The day has
been spent vacuuming the
house, dusting the lampshades
and furniture , washing, feeding
and playing with the babies,
mending her hubby's " holy"
socks, having her daily "ka ffeeklatsch " with her neighbor next
door, and more.

ooo ~ baoed
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Three o 'clock arrives and the
woman, as in millions of other
homes in America, stops everything and anxiously switches on
the old telly tube for the continuing drama, episode #5,678, of
her favorite daytime serial,
" Another Mess ."
If you ladies out there don't
care for " Another Mess," don't
despair! Turn the channels and
you can have the pick of the litter
from "Nine Lives to Live," " The
Nurses
and
Company ,"
" Seconds
of our Days,"
" Minutes of Our Nights," " The
Old and the Hopeless," the list
goes on.
However, our housewife, pardon me, domestic engineer, is

--

Kerry Polkas performed with
such vigor that I must be
physically restrained from dancing from roof to roof. The
following song is a haunting
achknowledgernent of the Irishman's peculiar kinship with the
sea, a beautiful air that departs
leaving the fragrance of the salt
sea. It is known as Breton Music.
The last selection on this side
features a conglomeration in
which each member of the
group works his favorite tune
into the general noise in a wild
and wonderful way . It is a
marvelous din.
" The Robber 's Glen," the first
cut on Side Two, immediately
recalled Noyes' stirring and vivid
poem , "The Highwayman ". It is
the sto ry of a battle long ago
fought and lost , and it is rich with
the emotion and imagery for
which the Irish are justly famous.
Further along is a mixture of
songs dedicated to the great,
blind, harp-player, Carolan .
The best , however, is saved for
next to la st. Samhradh ,
Samhradh
(Sum mertime ,
Summertime) ha s that fantastic
beauty which moves one to
tears. It is like the first flower of
Spring, fragrant , hopeful , and
breathtaking . It has the freshness of a cool morning thundershower.
And the whole delightful
production is capped with a barrage of Kerry Slides.
Credit for this musical treat
belongs to Paddy Moloney,
leader and master of the uillean
pipes. Sean Potts and Michael
Tubridy perform yeoman service
on the tin whistle , with the latter
also playing the flute and concertina. Sean Keane and Martin
Fay are the two fine fiddlers of
the group. Derek Bell , a recent
member , ties it all neatly
together , playing harp, oboe,
and timpan , while Peadar Mercier pounds away at an instrument known as the bodhran,
which must be seen to be
believed .
Do as ou will, I am starting at
number five , andworking my
way back. Incidentally. I hereby
promise the readers that this unbroken series of good reviews

apso•;,,;,'•,•io, il
and eill th em whole. but to extrdct 1itr• c hemicals trom them
,rnd put 1hat in other ~arts oi the
diet .1, .i supp lC' ment.

*

*

Soaps and Suds

Every Man A King

Music Faculty Concert
Uneven, Disconcerting
Four members of the Kean
College music faculty William
Kutper, Isadore Freeman , Kerry
McDevitt , and Herbert Golub
participated in a joint recital on
February 20 .
The program began with
Beethoven 's· Sonata in F Major ,
Opus 17 for French horn and
piano with Kuyper. a horni st of
the N.Y. Philharmonic accompanied
by
Prof.
Freeman.
Beethoven 's bias toward the
piano is evident in this piece as it
also is in hi s early piano and
violin so natas . The overdeveloped accornpanyrnent was
played by Prof. Freeman with
great emotion and power. Many
times it seemed that he was the
featured player of the work . This
was fortunate for Prof. Kuyper's
playing was severe ly affected by
a throat ailment which had been
bothering him for weeks. A wind
player ha s to be in the best of
health to be able to give a flawless performance.
Baritone Kerry McDivett accompanied by Prof. Golub
followed
the
Beethoven .
Handel 's " Revenge, Timetheus
Cries ," Purcell ' s " Music for a
While' and " A Roundelay " were

ing voice fails him, especially
during an otherwise touching
love ballad called " I Won't Send
Roses."
Other standouts are Judi
Adams and Neil Cerbone who
perform as two dancers working
for Sennett. Cerbone is also the
show's choreographer and performs a dynamite tap number
with Ms. Adams called"TapYour
Troubles Away ." The title proved
to be quite ironic with the actions performed .
Mack and Mabel is a bright
spot in the mostly tarnished New
Jersey theatre. Cohen and his
cast can be quite proud of what
they have done. Mack and
Mabel is the truly golden
moment at Celebration Playhouse. You won't soon forget it.

*

quite content to watch " Another
Mess ' and she quickly buries
herself in a cozy position for this
day's visit with all her friends in
soa p opera land.
By
way 6f
introduction,
"A not her Mess " occurs somewhere in a fairly small suburban
community on the East Coast.
The centra l and most prominenr
figure in the story is the matriarch of the large Ru sse ll clan,
Mary Russell Shawn Fitzpa\riclc.
Sason O'Toole, who has outlived all her husbands (I wonder
why) except the present meek
and mild
mannered Arthur
O 'Toole. Mary Russell Shawn
Fitzpatrick Sason O 'Toole is the
dictator in charge of the whole
gang and always dutifully aids
(depending which way you look
at it) with the problems of her
chi I dren, grandchildren, great
gra ndchildren ,
great,
great
grandchildren . Will she never
die?
The basic Ru ssell family consists of Mary's three grown
children , Ralph , Eleanor and
Pauline . Ralph , a struggling doctor has been married to the town
troublemaker , Rory , who has a
child by Ralph 's sister, Eleanor's
husband Stew. Eleanor finds out
about Stew's infidelity and herself loses the baby she and Stew
were so eagerly awa iting. She
soon heads for the divorce
courts only to remarry Stew six
months later.
Meanwhile, Pauline has found
that her lawyer husband is having an affair with one of his
woman business associates, Betty, who was once married to Stew
before he married Eleanor and
before he started fooling around
with Rory. Pauline can ' t accept it
all, takes to the bottle and has a
fling with her doctor , George ,
who was engaged_ to Pauline's
sister, Eleanor , but couldn ' t
marry her because at the time he
was a poor and struggling
medical student and certainly
not good enough for Mary
Russell Shawn Fitzpa-trick Sason
O 'Toole ' s daughter.
Of course . the kids of the
grownups have "A nother Mess '
of their very own. The true son of
Rory and Ralph , who has
through the miracle of television grown from a bubbly in -fant to an eighteen-year-oldalmost-adult, all in three years ,
has found ou t that his mother has
been unfaithful to his father and
(Comi111w,(11 11 page I I)
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A Passage to Engl.and
With " Bicentennial " the byword for so many ad~ertising
campaigns, I would have
thought it natural that some
USA-based airline firm would
pick up on the idea of having
Americans return to the Mother
Country, Great Britain . And yet ,
only British Airways, sponsors of
Monty Python's Flying Circus in
this country, has used this idea ,
and even then only to the extent
of having Robert Morley grin
through his age and say "Come
home ,America , all is forgiven!"
What better way, then, for me to
commemorate the Bicente nnial
than to visit the home of our
society 's original roots? While
this wasn't my sole reason for
·deciding to go, it does have a
convincing scholarly ring to it.
So, having decided to make
my first trip to the land of tea and
crumpets , served with milk and
lioney, I now had the relativelv
minor problem of getting there.

Fortunately, Kean College and
the Powers-That-Be had decided
to repeat last year's mid-year trip
called "Literatu re at Its Source,"
which would not only take me to
England, but also give me three
credits for it. And all this for a
laughably nominal sum of $675 ,
not one penny of whi c h I had as
of July 4, 1975.
Skipping over a long, hot
summer of working full-time at
Two Guys, and a longer, not so
hot autumn of extreme frugality ,
let us go to the as_tual day of
departure. For many weeks
before this, I had sat in sessions
with the trip's director, Mr.
Sidney Krueger, preparing for
the day . Now it was here. Der
Tag. The calm manner which I
had carefully cultivated since
late August began to crack . The
first damaging blow delivered by
a friend who insisted that the trip
was leaving one day later In a
supreme act of sheer confusion, I

equated "o ne day later " with
" one day ear lier ". I began conjuring visions of a worried self
standing in a cold empty building , having missed the trip that.
even if my friend was right.
would still leave the next day.
Fortunatel y for my already
fingernail grip on sanity the trip
was leaving on schedule . .
Eight that evening saw me sitting on a DeCamp bus alternately waving a final farewell to
family and friends and staring
blankly into space . some tt ing I
do very well, grinning in ,riumph . I had made it. The feeling
stayed with me all the way to
Kennedy Airport. The lights of
the New York skyline took on a
new lustre. Even the bus driver's
having us disembark at the
wrong terminal didn 't phase me.
A life long dream was coming
true , and nothing could stop it. I
WAS GOING TO ENGLAND.
The plane trip was surprisingly
unsurprising .
Nothing
happened. The plane didn't
crash, the engine didn 't drop off,
there was no hairy monster
crawling on the wing when I
looked out the window. What I
did see, instead of a gremlin , was
the incredible luminiscent
patchwork of the city as seen
from the air. There was only one
comparable sight during the
whole three weeks I had been
gone, and that I saw on the plane
coming home. As we climbed
between the first two la ers of

Page 11
clouds . the sun broke through
one . It was like Hollywood's version of heaven. But that . as I say.
was on the trip home. The trip
over was a night flight. so that
there wasn 't much to see , but . as
we began the descent the next
morning , I had hoped to get a
glimpse of the British Isles from
the air . The clouds were thick

ar.d grey. and visibility was poor .
I could see nothing. When we
landed at Heathrow Airport, I
found out why. The spirit of Brittania had pulled out all stops to
give the homecoming colonists a
true British welcome . It was
raining .
NEXT: LONDON IN A HURRY

Soaps and Suds
( Co111 i1111<•cl /i-0111 f'll.J:t' I())

runs away with his girl-friend
who is dying from an incurable
disease.
The daughter of Pauline and
her husban_d Jack. has been away
at college living secretly with a
dangerous criminal hiding from
the law. One day she forgets to
take her pill and in a moment of
passion
becomes pregnant.
When her gangster boyfriend
finds out, he quickly runs off.
Will she rat on her ex-lover and
make him pay or let him run free
and clear just for old times sake?
The story doesn 't stop here.
Complications arise when Mary
Russell Shawn Fitzpatrick Sason
O'Toole's sister-in-law from her
third marriage, Abigail Fitzpatrick , the town busy body , starts
to interfere in everyone else's
business. By the time she has
spread her rumors from mot her
to father, to sister, brother,
cousin, friend and who knows.

the whole town is mad at each
other. Then they all make up and
everyone is mad at Aunt Abigail.
who
continuously
co ntemplates suicide because on one
understands her . You wonder
why?
Just when our housewife. pardon me , domestic engineer is
ready to find out what happens
next, our " soapie" is over and
she like the rest of us is left hanging on a thread , an unmerciful
suspense . What will happen to all
these characters? Will any of
them find true happiness with
the person oft heir dreams and if
so, will it last? Will these men and
women ever be able to escape
from their wicked and sorted
pasts? Will their cares and woes
ever be resolved? Or will they
become involved in "another
mess ." Time will tell. So tune in
tomorrow, ladies, same time,
same station, same p lace.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Coum.elin9 :By cf/, P ,zacticin9 c:fltto,zney
Every Th(!.rsday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BUILDING
Kean College ·of New Jersey
PROB.LEMS?
LANDLORD - TENANT, DIVORCE, TRAFFIC Vl·OLATI-ONS, CONTRACTS
CRIMINAL, CONSUMER, GOVERNMENT BENEFITS, INSURANCE,
EMPLOYMENT, "YOU NAME IT"

CALL 289-6200 FOR INFORMATION
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Thursday, March 4, 1976
1 :40- 3:00
3:05- 4:00
5:00-10 :00
7:30-10 :00
7:00 p.m .
9:00-11 :00

p .m.
p.m.
p.m.
p .m.
-End
p .m.

CCB Meeting
K.C.F.A. Meeting
Recreation Association
Prayer Meeting
Coffeehouse
Omega Psi Phi

Mtg Rm B

CEC Dance Marathon
Evening Student Council
Student Council Meeting

College Ctr Cafe
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A

Reading of Poetry Contest

VE 119-113
114-112-207-209
Little Theatre
T.V. Room
College Ctr Cafe
Faculty Dining Rm

B-109

CSW-109
Alumni Lge
Front Lge
Browsing Rm

Friday, March 5, 1976
2:00 p .m.-overnight
6:00-11 :00 p .m.
6:00-11:00 p .m.

Saturday, March 6, 1976
9:00 3:00 p.m .
9:00-12 :00 midnite
9:00-12 :00 p.m .
9:00 a .m.-overnight
12 :00- 1 :30 p.m .

CEC Dance Marathon - Film
CEC Dance Marathon
CEC Dance Marathon
Luncheon-Reading of Poetry

Sunday, March 7, 1976
1 :00- 4 :00
10:45-12 :00
12 :00- 1 :00
5:00- 7 :30
7 :30-11 :00

p.m.
noon
p.m .
p.m .
p.m :

Omega Psi Phi
Mass
Campus Ministry
Senior Recital
CCB Movies-" The Great Waldo
Pepper" & "The Odessa File"

Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
Mt g Rm A~·
,. Little Theatre
D. R. Ill

Monday, March 8, 1976
8:00 p.m .-End
7:30-11 :00 p .m.

Jazz Program
Adventures in Ideas

Littl e Theatre
Alumni Lge

CCB Films
Educational Arts & Systems
Ed Policy Science
Jewish Club
English Dept.
International Students
Spanish Cultural Social Club
C.E.C.
Christian Fellowship
Jesus-Bible & Holy Spirit
Yoga C,:lub
Resident Staff Assist. Workshop
Jazz Dance Class
Radio Station
Beta Delta Chi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi

Little Theatre
W-101
W-309
W-100
W-307
J-135
W-200
CSS-104
J-103
J-132
J-134
Alumni Lge
Dance Studio
Mtg Rm A
J-103
J-132
J-142
J-145
VE-310
B-208A
B-212B
W-402
J-133

Film: "The Last Detail"
Film : "The Last Detail "

Little Theatre
Pub

Tuesday, March 9, 1976
1:40~ 3:00 p.m .

4:00- 5:30 p.m.
6:30-10:30 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.

"

6:00-10 :00 p.m.
7:40~10:00 p.m.

W-202B

Wednesday, March 10, 1976
2:00 & 6:<>9 p.m.
8:30 p.m .

ELECTION DATES 1976
TO ALL MEMBERS Of THE ELECTION
COMMITTEE AND ALL PEOPLE INTERESTED IN
WORKING AT THE ELECTION POLLS
The re will be a genera l meeting o n March 9, 1976 in Student
Organizati o n offices at 1:40 , College Hour. If you have w o rked on the
polls at previous elections or especially if you haven't , yo u m ust
attend t h is meeting. If you have any questions, call
at 289-6200 or
drop by the Student O rganization offices at any time.

March 5, Friday
Applications for 1::x e cutive Board of Student Organization and
N.S.A. Coordinator close at 4 :00 p .m . MANDATORY mcrting of all
candidates al 4:30 p.m. in Student Organization. Ballot positions will
be assigned .

March 11, Thursday
Primary elections for l::xe cutive Board and N.S.A. Polls oprn at 9:00
a.m .. close 5 :00 p .m .

March 26, Fr·idav
Applications for Class Officer~ dos ,~ ai 4 :00 p.m. MANDATORY
meeting of all candidates at 4 :30 r.m. in Student Organization . Ballot
positions will be assigned.

April 8, Thursday
Primary elections for Cla~~ Office rs. Polls open at 9 :00 a.m .. dos<'
5:00 p .m .

April 12, Monday
Applications for Student Council available in Student Organization
Offices in the Student Center Building from 9:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m . and
in Hutchinson Hall )lOfi from 8 :30 a .m .-8:00 p.m .

April 15, Thursday
Final 1::lenion for Class Officers. Polls open ar9 :00 a. m . and close at
5:00 p.m.

April 16, Friday
March 16, Tuesday
SPEECHES of candid,1trs for l::xecutive Board ,rnd N.S.A. to h<' hC'ld
in the Snack Bar .

Applications for Council close at 4 :00 p .m . MANDATORY meeting
for all candidates at 4 :30 'p .m . in the Student Organization Offices.
B.11101 positions will b e assigned .

·

April 20, Tuesday
March 18, Thursday
Final election for l::xrcutive Board of Student Org,rni1,11ion .ind
N.S.A. Polls open at 9 :00 a .m . ,rnd closr at 5:00 p .rn . RC'sult~
immediately after.

· Primary elections for Student Council Polls open at 9 :00 a.m . and
ciQ!.C' di 5 :00 p .m .

April 22, Thursday
Fin.ii e lt'C' tion~ for Student Council. Polls opf'n at 9 :00 a.m . and
do,l' ,Ii 5:QO p.m .

Much 22, Monday
Applications for Class officers .ire avail ,1hl<' in S: udC'nl
Oq~anization O ffices in the ~tudent Center Buildi ,,g from 9 :00 ,un .4:00 p .m. and in Hutchimon Hall in flOfi from 8:30 a.m .-8 :00 p.m .

May 1, Saturday
I 11'1 ·11011 1\i1111n< ot11n ,dlv ;,1k1• ottirP .

-

,

-

March 5, 1976

To All Election Committee
Members And Those
Interested In Working At The
Polls
For
Student
Organization Elections
There will be a meeting on
Tuesday, March 9 at 1:30
Col lege Hour in Student
Organizat ion offices. All
members and Poll workers
must attend. If you have
worked on the elections
before or especiall y if yo u
haven't, please call me, Ina
Distefano for more information at 289-6200 or
d r op by t he Stud e n t
O r gan iz at io n o ffices
anytim e.

On March 15, 16, 17,,
Student Org. in
cooperation with the
Political
Science
Department and the
Political
Science
Club will sponsor a
mock Democratic
National Convention.
Any
interested
student may sign up
to be part of this
convention by going
to the Political
Science office J-105
also there will be a
table set up in the
lobby of Hutchinson
Hall
starting on
March 3.
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TOMORROW, at 2 p.m., the biggest, longest, most exciting -event In the
history of Kean College will commence!! The 36 hour dance marathon
sponsored by C.E.C.

They had one at RutgersThey had one at Jersey CityThey had one at FairleighAnd now, due to overwhelming demand, Kean College is having one. For your dancing
and listening pleasure, Y'e present Exit 13, Geraldo Rivera, Nick Benedict and dancing
couples competing for spectacular prizes! From 2 p.m. on Friday till 2 a.m. on Sunday
there will be food and drink , fun & Frolic, right here in the Student Center of Kean
College. All proceeds wil l go to the One-to-One Foundation , N. Y.C. to benefit retarded .
cit izens of New Jersey.

Meet Your Match
at

Game Nights

'·'

And The
Dance.Goes On.

in the
..,
Dougall Hall Recreation Room
Cards, Chess , Checkers, Pinochle, Scrabble, Monopoly &
More
Mondays thru Thursdays
8 -10 P.M.

Jazz Dancing with Tracey Miller
in the Dance St udio, D'Angola
Gym . 4 .p.m. Tuesdays. Free .
Belly DIJtM:lng with Trici a Morkavich 1n Gym E, D'Angola , 4
p·.m . Thursdays. Free.
Student Affairs Dept.

Student Affairs Dept.
presents

CCB Presents
on
Sunday, March 7 "

"Only On
Tuesday"

Catholic
Ministry
Masses: Sundays, Dow ns,
11 AM .; Tues. & Thurs.,
Dougall Hall , 12:30 P.M.
Tuesdays: 1:40 in J132
Jesus Bible & Hol y Spirit
f or X-rated Cath oli cs and
welcome oth ers
Prayer-Meeting: Thu rs.
nites, 8 p.m. Downs
Campus Ministry
Office Open Daily
Bookstore Bldg
"At the Sign of The Candle "

and the Odessa File
Downs Dining Room II & Ill
7: 30 Admission 25¢

~SUS AS

LoRD

stQI'~

1)' P. M.

'.

Pk1,1J &:f /fO _

t

o" Horr.:S flue. . ,

t

f-ASt

HotJ. ~/..c
(,~J'it - enter cu,

nr~

11.s

Please donate any used books you may have and no
longer have use for. Any type of books accepted. It's for
a good cause!
Thank you
Out-Reach Staff
In the CC from 9-4 P.M.

Tues. & Wed.
March 9 & 10

"The Great
Waldo Pepper"

Mervyn D' Souza
on Russia
A report on the Kean College trip
to Moscow and Leningrad
March 9 - 1 :40 P.M .
Front Lounge of College Center
Bldg

THURS . NITES

OUT-REACH BOOK
COLLECTION

MARCH ~~

Bl CENTENNIAL
HISTOR Y LECTURE
FEATUR ES FURE R
-Or. Howard B. Furer, noted
historian and professor of
Hist ory at Kean College of
New Jersey, will offer a paper
on the topic, "Immigrants in
the Revoluti o n," Thursday
eveni ng, March 4, at Seton
Hall
University. In this
presentation , Dr. Furer will
discuss the c ontri buti ons of
maj or and minor national
groups to both sides of the
independence issue, noti ng
particularly a la c k o f
unanimity even withi n these
groups of recent co lon ial
-Americans . There will be opportunity for question and
answers from the audience
and the public is invited.
This is the fourth in a series
of bicentennial history lectures offered by the Consorti um of East Jersey wh ich
is an associatio n o f fou r
colleges , Kean College of
New Jersey, Seton Hall
Universit y, Uni on · Coll ege,
and Uni on County Techni cal
Institute. Papers will be
presented on "The Role of
New
Jersey
in
the
Revolution " on April 6 at
Union County Technical
Institute, and " The Vision of
the Found i ng Fathers" on
May 6 at Kean Coll ege of

New Jersey.
Dr. Furer, graduate of New
York .University , has been
with Kean College for over
twelve years, where, as
prof essor of History, he also .
serves as Director of Urban
St ud ies and is renowned for
hi s publi cations; fi ve b ooks,
and several articles. Hi s
books are: WIiiiam Frederick
Havemeyer: A Politi cal
Biography, Harry . Truman:
Chronology
·and
Documents, Lyndon B.
Johnson: Chronology and
Documents, James A. Garfield and Chester Allen Arthur:
Chronology and
Documents, The British In
America, and Scandinavians
In America.
Articles by Dr. Furer are:
"The American City : Catal yst
to the Women's Rights
Movement," " Perth Amboy
Riots of 1923," " The Fo undi ng of Okl ahom a Cit y and
Guthrie, " "The Jews of New
Amst erdam, " and "Heaven,
Hell or Hoboken: The Effects
of World War I on a New
Jersey City."
Dr. Furer is a member of
the American Historical Association and the New York
Histori cal Society.
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FORSALE

--------------Armstrong Flute:. new - perfect condition. Asking $90, case Incl. 6348411 alter 6 p.m .

·.

~- - -.....

-ltfh
J.

__ .........../_

ANNOUNCEMENTS,~
ft11SC
,.......
PART TIME - Tutorial Coordinator,
Tennis
Instructor,
Dance Instructor. Eliz. YMCA,
Mr. Couto, 355- YMCA

[

WANTU

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2½ room apt. Female only. $70
per month (or less) plus utllltles
(very low). Call 353-6678 Guido,
close to schoql.

Targum CW74-24
ACROSS

10 Speed Bike. I am reasonable. Call
Bob at 677-3745 between 4-7 p.m.

1 Hewallan feasts
6 Mel.odles
11 Caribbean archlpelago: 2 wds.
13 Suaver
15 Man or ape, e . g.
16 Ad Infinitum :
3 wds.
17 British miliury
branch (abbr . )
18 Sufllllon: 2 wds.
20 Easy college course
21 Love in Spain
23 Porch or pl1tfor111
24 SN11 goby
25 Wearies
27 eo.p.rative suffix
28 Ev11 spirit
29 Visible s)'llbol
31 State (N.J . )
33 Rti1ne tr1butlry
34 Ostr1ch11ke bird
35 Decayed

37 C1nn11110n and
Melba
40 Indian dwlling
41 Ttt for -

43 Chagall, et al.

·-

45 Map notations

46
48
49
50

{abbr . )
Of the cheek
Comedian Hort Sea eagle
Character In "The
Tempest"
Ten squared
Aquatic bird :
2 wds.
Stays undercover :
2 wds .
Angelic
Na i l pol i shes
Kind of bridge
Potatoes

10 Attac k: 2 wds .
11 Sma 11 herr ing
12 W
i th tender
emot i ons

13 Etched in one ' s

memory
Energy quantum
52
John or Jane
53
Returns of money
Jellyfl sh
55
Fred Flint stone ' s
boss
57
28 Reverie
58
30 Before
59
32 I love : l at .
60
35 WI thdraw
36 theater
38 Followed
DOWN
39 Educates
1 fort or TV western 40 Lock of ha i r
2 Not varying
42 Boxing great
3 Certain mi ssile
44 Decelerates
(abbr.) ·
46 Shopping centers
4 Suffix : Sllllll one 47 Showrs
(pl . )
50 Shares of the
5 Surfeits
· profits
Ii Band
51 tide
7 Over : Ger. ·
54 African antelope
8 Gfrl's nfctna•
56 College fn Texas
9 s.-1 Beckett play
(abbr . , .
14
t9
22
24
26

I

i-· ·

I

.

'

u.FIU. 'ER UP[''

"
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,iris Get Bad Break

o Meet Three Time National Champion lmmaculata
When it com es to luc k of th e
aw, Coa ch Pat Hann isc h of
ean College isn ' t very lucky.
The Squirettes finished their
•gular season with an 82-35
~mp over Kin gs bu t th e next
me doesn ' t hgure to be quite
1at easy .
Kean will face t hree-time
ational champion lmmaculata
1 the firs t round o f the EAIAW
id Atlanti c Regional Tourna1ent in Pittsburgh , Marc h 11 .
e tournament marks the first
me that Kean has ever been
epresen ted in the regionals.
" You couldn ' t get a tougher
aw, tha t's for sure," Hannisch
id. " And the names were
lied out of a hat."
" Just getting there is a treendous boost to our program.
e've finally got our foot in the
or . We want to play better
•ams and have a good program
d this is certainly a giant step in
e right direction."

" lmma cu lata .
.? The y' re
great. wha t e lse ca n you sa y. All
we can do is pla y o ur best and
hope to make a go od showin g.
At least we ' ll f ind ou t what it
tak es to run wi t h th e best. "
" Thi s season has already surpassed m y expect at ions , so thi s is
j ust ic ing on th e cake . I look at it
as a second season and starting to
get ready for next year . We have
everybody back ."
Kean is 15-3 going into the
tournament , losing onl y to
Montclair , which is seeded
second
behind
lmmaculata .
William Paterson and Queens.
Paterson is also in the tournament as one of three Jersey
teams , while Queens belongs to

a d iffe rent regio n .
lmma culata . w hi ch wa s ranked
N o. 2 in th e coun try b efore u psett ing No. 1 Delat Sta te last
week , is 14-1 going into Saturday's game
w ith Southern
Connecticut at Madi son Square
Garden . Its onl y loss was at D elt a
State earlier thi s season .
lmmacula ta is led b y thre etim e All - Ameri can guard Maryann (Crawford ) Stanley and
coached by Cathy Rush , who w ill
al so coa ch the U.S. Ol ympi c
Team.
The tournament is a 16-team
affair , \\!ith eight games slated
the first da y. The Kean - lmmacula ta game will be the first.
The losers in the first round then

independenl

□
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SPORTS
Grapplers Fall Short Again

Following a mediocre season
ith a majority freshman team,
ean College Wrestlers once
gain placed second in the
etropolitan B Tournament.
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The Squires were also runnersup last year.
Kean finished behind. a
numerically superior force, even
though , Kean had more first

Joe H ova rth/ Sraff

COND AGAIN: The Metro Wrestling champions from Ken (I. tor.):
oach Ernest Summers, Charles Otto, Vern Richardson, and assistant
oach Gerald Warren Champions from Kean not pictured are Mark
rro and Levi Ridley.

Wizard World
clear. Both candidates claim
verwhelming victory (at least
e don't hear the word mante any more) . The truth is :
th lost. Astonishingly. a
ount has shown that each
ndidate received forty-seven
rcent of the vote . The balance
as divided between Price and
ide from the A & P Chain .
So, although more than 2 out
3 voted against him . Jimmy
rter won the race for Demo-

Need
Music
,,m 1111wd /i- n111 / }(/Kt' 5)

se which they have already
perienced and they ignore
wand unique happenings (in
is case, jazz, bluegrass, classical
d special interest shows in the
ttle Theater) , they hvpoitically defeat their own goals.
Get It Together C.C.B.
Name Respectfully
Wi the ld by Request
P.S. Whatever happened to
token T.P.A. jazz show for
is year? I hope its not true that
its not rock and roll , C. C. B.
esn' t want to hear about it.
ow, thats a horrendous atde for an yone who is volunily represe nting all of you , but
its true something must be

place finishers , but by sheer
numbers
Yeshiva
University
won.
At 118 lbs . freshman Levi
Ridley took a first pla ce. Mark
Zarro pinned his opponent at 150
lbs. to capture his title.
Vernon Richardson moving up
a weight cla ss to 158 lbs.
decisioned his opponent for his
crown . These three will be
counted on heavily for next
year 's team , being only freshmen.
Heavyweight , Charlie Otto
kept hi s tournament record perfect by pinning all of his oppone nts. His final o ppo ne nt was
a NYU champion . Otto has se t a
school record for th e most pins
for a sea son.
Sophomor e Frank H a ll
f inished second at 190 lbs. losing
t o the de fendin g M et. Champi on from Yoshiva . Steve Iannucc i f in is hed third at 158 lbs.
behind tea mmate Vern Ri c hardson.
Coa c h Summers fee ls th at with
som e additional help next yea r
Kean should have a very bright
future .

go into the co nsolati on b racket
and pla yof t for fif th place.
Kean h as b ee n gellin g
balance d scorin g throughout t he
season . led b y junior Gela
M azelpa of Stat en Island and
sophomo re Janet Montgomery
of O akc rest. Both are averag i ng
around 14 points a game.
The Squirettes have received a
boost of late from se nior Chris
Addi e . a 5-7 forward of Rose ll e

Park . Chri s, who will be able to
pla y o ne semester next year , is
the best shoot e r on the club
(53'¾,) and is ave raging 11 point s a
gam e.
The remaining starters are 6-2
Je nnifer Savio , a freshman from
M argate (10 points and 12
rebounds a game ), and 5-6 guard
Mi c helle Vodopia. a sophomore from South Plainfield (10
point s per game) .

the way i see it
b y Bob Gra cz yk

Just Another Payday
The recent Muhammad AliJean Pierre Coopman title bout
left much to be desired. It was
undoubtedly a monstrous mismatch. Coopman. the tiny
fighter from Belgium wasn ' t
even ranked . Ali absolutely manhandled Coopman throughout
the five rounds . Ali 's knockout
blow. a right uppercut definitely
lacked the power of the punches
he had dealt to Joe Frazier and
George Foreman . The bright
spot for Coopman was the
$100 ,000 he received for his
nights work . Ali on the other
hand received 1.1 million.
Ali has already said that he will
have three or four more fights
thi s year. His future opponents
will probably be Jimmy Young,
Ken Norton, George Foreman ,
and maybe even Joe Frazier for
the last time .
Look for Doc M e di c h of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, acquired from
the N. Y. Yankees in the Dock
Elli s, Ken Brett , Willie Randolph
deal , to be a 20 game winner this
season . The reason is that on his
new cl ub M edic h w ill receiv e
considerably more o ffe nse and
muc h bette r defensi ve sup port. .
.If there is spring tra ining this
year for the major lea g ue tea m s,
the Minn eso ta Twins are planning a little ex peri[!!e nt. The
Twins wan t to switch Rod Carew
to first base. It seems that
Carew 's e rrati c fielding has
finally prompted the switch. .
.Did you know that the Montreal
Expos led the N.L. in doubleplays las t ye ar? The doubleplay
combination of Tim Foli and Pete

Mac kanin were chiefly responsible . . . .Willie Randolph, rookie
second baseman for the N. Y.
Yankees, is described by Willie
Stargell as the next Rod Crew.
Yankee fans would probably set tle for Randolph to be half as
good as Carew . . .Good news for
Kean College 's upcoming baseball season. Jersey City State's
Alberto Cajide and Montclair
State 's Paul Mirabella, two top
young pitchers have signed profess i ona I contracts . Cajide
signed with the Cleveland Indians and Mirabella with the
Texas Rangers .
Hopefully the N. Y. Jets will
make one of their top three draft
choices a quarterback. Joe
Namath is definitely on his last
leg as the current quarterback ..
.Quin Buckner, backcourt ace
for the top ranked Indiana
Hoosiers basketball team will b e
drafted in the upcoming professional football draft. Buckner
played safety his freshman year
and made All - Big Ten .
It seems almost inevitable that
N. Y. Range rs G eneral M anagerCoach Jo hn Ferg uson will make a
tra de for a goaltender o r a tou gh
forward .
Recently Lucy H ar ris , 6-3
ce nte r fort he o nce bea ten D elta
State girls ba ske tball team ,
scored 47 point s in M adison
Square Garden . She set th e
Garden single game scoring
record for this year. She fell only
9 points shy of the all time record
of 56 set by Oscar Robertson in
1958. You 've come a long way
baby!

Skaters Lose To Cook .7- 3

(( 0111i11ued_f;o,n pa!{e 6 )

cratic President of New Hampshire. And Gerry won
Republican President of New
Hampshire because a tie goes 10
the incumbent.
If you have any questions concerning
the primaries-why
1here are more candidates than
voter s, for instance-write
Wizard. in care of this paper .
W e'll try to answer all questions
we can , and ignorE: those we
can' t.
done now. If C.C.B . refuses to
financiall y aid the Monday night
committee as it has in the past ,
they are doing a dis-se rvi ce to all
of us who enjoy and support th e
Little Theater concerts, and our
student activities fees have not
been used as they were designated.
P.P.S . Thank for all th e grPat
shows , Monday nite music com mittee ..

Kean College Hockey Club (47) lost to a tough Rutgers (Cook
Campus) 7-3 at the Peddie Ice
Rink in Heightstown. In what
coach Tom O'Donnell described as Keans ' worst effort of
the year, Cook scored four early
goals to maintain at least a two
goal lead throughout the game.
John Lenz, playing in his first
game for Kean , scored an early
goal , but the swift skating Cook
team outplayed the Squires in
every department. Tom Mullen
and Mike Griffen also scored for
Kean, while Mitch Wernoch had
a pair of assists in the losing effort.
This marked the first game that
Kean was outshot since the
second game of the season . The
three stars : Mike DeNofa , John
Lenz , and Mit c h Wernoc h.

Cook
Kean

1
4

2
1

3
2

T
7

2 0 1 3
Shots on Goal:
COOK-37 KEAN-32

SPORTS DEADLINE
IS MONDAY

I\

ATNOON

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rob Fisher
Tom Mullen
Bob Boylan
Mitch Wernoch
Dom Pessinger

LEADING SCORERS
GLS. Asts.
10 8
9 5
4 6

Pis.

2 8
4 6

18
14
10
10
10

(lntramurals & Club Newsl
Intramural Basketball Schedule
Monday, March 8
Gym B
GymC
6 p.m .-O .F.F.A., Inc. vs. Cruex
Survivor' s vs. Challengers
7 p .m.-Busch Bombers vs . T-Fs
Lake vs. Alcoholics
8 p.m .-Pubmen vs. Owls
Tuesday, March 9
Gym B
GymC
6 p .m.-Bad Hombres vs . Bongmen
Honkers vs. Pillar of Salt
7 p.m .-Gold vs . Blue Chips
Drifters vs. Golden Seals
Bye - Immac ulate Conception ·
Wednesday, March 10
Gym B
Gym C
6 p .m .-Sigma Kappa Phi vs . SWAT
Beta Del Chi vs. The Gang
7 p .m .-Shazam vs . Nu Sigma Phi
Brown Sugar vs . Gondwandaland
8 p .m .-Nu Theta Chi vs. Kean Kuties
Bye - De lta Dribblers
Thursday, March 11
Gym B
Gym C
6 f1 .m.- Chi vs . SQ UAT
Pi vs. Busche
7 r .m .-Jazz vs. NPwark Kni cks
Together Brothers vs. The Darts
8 J' .lll -Phi v~. rau

INDEPENDENT
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Students' -Van dalism
Raises Coll ege Tu ition
(CPS)-Students blame it on
fees , Lingle continued. This is a
outsiders who sneak throug h lax
time when re placements of
dorm security systems. Univerequipment and facilities are
sity administrators blame it on
becomi ng increasingly expe nmisc hievou s stude nts who ma y
sive .
have had to o m uch to d rink . But
Va ndal ism is a m aj or pro blem ·
regardless o f who is respons ibl e
at East Carolina University where
for increasi ng vand_alism a nd
administrato rs ag ree that t he
t he ft on the na ti on 's campuses,
overa ll cost is eventually paid b y
the bill go es to all students in the
t he ent ire student body. Fees for
form of higher tuition and fees.
living in the dorms there have
Campuses are easy marks fo r
risen by some 46 per cent since
" transients," who are often inlast yea r, partially due to caredistinguishable from students,
less ness a nd vandal is m.
many campus security guards
agree. " We look like h o r
Adm in istrators are baffled b y
d' oe uvres on a tra y to the
criminal element, especiall y t he pro blem of catching vandals
in t he act or prosecut ing the m
under today 's e conomic conlate r. " S.tudents are reluctant to
dition," explained Jack Brick,
'
rat' o n one another," the direcdirector of public safety at
t or of housing at East Carolina
California State University, Long
University said. " I wish inBeach.
dividuals would understand it is
One problem is that many
not the administration, but the
students are lulled into a false
students who suffer when vansense of security while they are
dals go uncaught."
·
on campus. Students, especially
freshmen away from home for
The housing director at the
the first time may feel too secure
University of South Carolina
in their dorm rooms, said a
agrees that students are the key
member of the Kent State
to preventing theft and vanUniversity police. At home you
dalism in dorms . Last year a
wouldn ' t lock your door if you
secur ity system was set up in two
went to a room down the hall.
dorms at South Carolina to keep
Here it isn 't a ba d idea to loc k
outsiders out, but apparently
everything up.
dorm residents felt the new locks
But bolts and locks and stricter
kept ins iders out as well. Of the
security at dorm entrances won' t
21 locks installed, 20 were
protect st udents against a bigger
damaged a few weeks later. " You
problem
t han
do r m
can't protect students if they
t hefts- student vandalism . Last
don' t want to be protected," he
year 44 students at the Univercomplained.
sity of West Virg inia went on a
Vandalism at King's College in
two-day vandalism spree which
Wilkes-Barre; PA has affected
resulted in $48,000 worili
damages to Univers1ty-ownea - smoke detectors and exit signs in
the dormitories. The college
dormitories. The students ripped
busi ness manager \'.Yarned
out toilet and sink fixtures,
students there that because of
burned furniture and tore drinkinflation , repair costs have ining fountains apart.
creased and because the college
The administration at West
can only afford a certain amount,
Virgina later released a statethe remainder must be borne by
ment to students that property
students. The entire dormitory
damages resulting from student
population will ultimately pay
vandalism would be " reflected
for repairs, _he explained,
in higher' tuition."
Broken windows and furniture
have also become a headache for
administrators at Western Illinois
University where cases of vanNewly - relea~ed
CIA
dalism have increased significandocuments show that, through
Operation Chaos , the agency
tly over the past couple of years.
monitored dissident political ac~andy Lingle , director of the oftivity at at least three universities
fice of public safety said more
students are reporting such inin the U.S . The CIA also spied
upon at least one leader of the
cidents, which accounts for part
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) up
of the increase . But an increase
through 1974, after the date on
in the number of peoople drinwhich the CIA supposedly
king may also be the cause, he
stopped domestic surveillance.
added.
Students will eventually pay
Jhe heavily censored files
for damages with an increase in
showed that the CIA monitored

of
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Grievances Taped, Not Heard
(Cominued_j;om page I)

either begin the heari ng in the
full room o r to leave . Longacre
left the room.
Those who were p resent. led
by members of the KCFT
G rieva nce Commit tee, prom ptl y
proceed e d to conduct the
sc he dule d hea ring. A to ta l of
more tha n twe lve hours of testimony from over 60 wit nesses
was received and tape recorded.
Speake r after speaker e xplaine d
in d e tail how the firin g of the si x
grievants violated the c ontract,
State law and the Co ll ege's o wn
po lic ies. The room was fi lle d
with witnesses li ste ning to t he
exte nsive evide nce sho wing t hat
t he loss of these six fac ult y
me mbers will mean a se vere
diminution of the aca demi c
quality of the College.
On Friday afternoon , t he sa me
scene was repeated in another
separate grievance scheduled
for Vera Schwartz of the Physical
Education Department. Fifteen
of her collea g ues , past and
present students, and several
professional staff members-were
there to testify on her behalf .
Patrick Ippolito , the appointed
hearing officer, insisted that the
entire group could not be in th e
room at one time . Despite th e
extre mely polite and reserved
demeanor of the witnesses, he
said it would be " uncomfortable" for him if more than six
persons were present at once.
The group declined to c omply
with this demand because they
felt it was unfair to exclude some
while others were admitted and
because each of them wished to
hear what the others had to sa y.
Ippolito then "adjourned" the
hearing and left the room. The
hearing was conducted by those
present for over two hours, and
_the proceedings tape recorded.
The taped record of the hearing will be broadcast over the
campus radio station a nd will be
made available on the information retrieval system in the
Instructional Resource Center.

Photo by M agda Ca/is MPnPnrln

Senate Listens to
Complaints of Weiss
(Co ntinued J; om page I)
hour formula , it will also cause
the firing of still more teachers ,
as for every four teachers picking
up an extra course there will be
one less teacher . Whole
programs or areas of specialization can be decimated by the
firing of only one teach e r.
The Amalgamation of
Academic Programs: The ama lgamation of academic programs
could be forced on the entire
state system by Dungan. This
means that whole-department s
could be eliminated from , for example , Kean , Montclair , and
William Paterson , and ce ntralized in Glassboro. _For e xample, all physica I education majors
could be forced to study at
Stockton , or all educa tion majors
at Montclair, and so on .
Bimination of the Student Services Support Budget: Ar I his
college, the state contributes
$89,000 to the support and main-

tenance of the Student Center
Building. This aid would be cut ,
and according to Charles
Kimmet, Assistant to the

CIA _Jlfoniters Campus Politics

Sitelman Reacts to Dungan Cuts
Professor Robert Sitelman,
President of the Kean College
Federation of Teachers reacted
strongly on Monday to a statement by Chancellor of Higher
Education Ralph Dungan blaming faculty unions for the minor
outbreak at the end of last Thurs. day' s Trenton Rally. " The real
violence," stated Professor Sitelman, "stems from Dungan's office. Last month at Kean College
16 faculty members were fired .
On our campus seven more
people are being fired and there
are indications that man y others
will be fired later on ."

The Free Public Forum
Lectures will be in Bruce
109 (Not J-100) on March 8
and 22 and on April 5.

" It is this decimation of
faculties , corresponding programs , and course offerings
which is brutal. It is a set of
budget;i ry decisions which will
turn 26 ,500 students out into the
streets which is violent. What
happened in Trenton last Thursday only shows how angry
people are . Higher Education is
being eroded and education is
the real cause of the violence
which took place last Thursday.
Professor Sitelman noted that
we are seeing a sudden dismantling of the stat e college
system and the erosion of all the
accomplishments achi e ved in
higher e ducation ove r the last
ten years . In a communique to
facult y a nd staff me mbe rs
regarding the fir ing o f seven or
more people on the Kea n
College C a mpu s Sit e lm a n
state d : " We de mand t hat the
Board of Trustees a nd the local
Adm ini stra tion resist the Cha ncellor at this time . a nd desist
from creat ing a set of personal
and academic trage dies of thi s
campus before the higher
education question had be Pn
resolved on a State wide level. "

the activities of the Young
Socialist Alliance (YSA) and other
radical groups at Boston University, Brown University , and Utah
State University. The YSA is the
youth affiliate of the So.cialist
Workers Party . The documents
indicate that CIA sources infiltrated campus leftist groups
and attended their functions .
The CIA documents-some of
them completely blotted out by
CIA censors-were made public
by the Political Rights Defense
Fund, which represents the SWP
in a multi-million-dollar damage
suit against the CIA and FBI for
illegal harassment.
At Brown University , a CIA
source attended a seminar on
the Middle East, sponsored by
the YSA. The source reported
that the meeting was " oriented
toward inciting revolution and
anarchy" in the country , and
noted that the meeting included
Black Panthers , other black
militants , Arab students, and
" disenchanted members of the
U.S. Jewish c o mmunities."
At liosto r· Lm 1versit y, a CIA
c on t a c t collected left ist
literature passed out free on

campus and sent it to the CIA
headquarters . The CIA encouraged the collection of more
radical material.
At Utah State University, the
CIA monitored the activi ties of
the campus YSA chapter, even
though it only had ten members.
The CIA reported that the Utah
State campus "is more politically
active then most in the state. "
The Rockefeller Commission
which investigated the CIA
reported that the CIA stopped
keeping files on legal political
activities of Ametican citizens in
March, 1974, when Operation
Chaos ended. But in November
of that year the CIA circulated information to one of its overseas
stations about Peter Camejo, an
SWP leader , which included his
political activities and his address.
The files on Camejo, the party' s 1976 presidential candidate,
show that the CIA kept track of
virtually all his movements during trips abroad to meet other
socialist leaders. The documents
indi cate that apparently the CIA
passe d information on Camejo
t o forei g n police agencies.

KCFT General Membership Meeting Open to
the Public - Students Welcome to Discuss
Budget Cuts and Possible Strike Action
TPA 3:00 Today

President , state support to
cultura I a nd recreati onal programs is be ing curtail e d al read y.
He cited c ut s in th e To wnse nd
Lecture Series as a n example .
The pres iden t cont inue d . say- ·
ing tha t the co llege had initia ll y
requested a budget of $17.5
million fo r 76-77, a nd tha t the
Boa rd of Higher l:ducarion
would at fir.st only grant $13.2
million wh ich was the n adjusted
to $14.3 millio n. This yea r t he
college is o pera ting o n a budget
of 15 mi llion , wh ic h has been
inadequa te and which has
already necess itated ma ss ive cutbacks. The 76-77 budge t o f 14.3
million · has bee n co nsi dered
s uicidal for t he college a nd coul d
mean further reductions in enrollment and further c uts in
teachers _a nd support personnel.
Weiss th~n predicted that 65
out of the current 384 faculty
members would have to be fired.
and mat m~e fll'lngs wou1cl be
by seniority within, programs.
When asked by concerned
faculty membe1, , Weiss could
not define what was meant by
" within program~ ." but did say
that it was " not likely " that the
term referred to entire departments ; rather , it was more likely
that it referred to seniority within aspects of a departmen t.
Weiss then continued, discussing the political realities of the
situation , urging individuals and
groups to ·contact legislators
demanding that they appropriate funds to higher education ,
and that they legislate tax
reform .
As Weiss has stated on many
other occasions , the 15 hour
faculty work load, the amalgamation of academic programs ;
and the firings of teachers and
support personnel would be to
shrink the size of the institution
as a whole, making the system
cheaper for the state to operate.
· The effect of a reduced , cheap
system of higher education, as
stated on many occasions, is to
make public · higher education
inaccessible to the public, and
especiall y to minorit y and working class students .

Student
Threatens
Profess
or.
.
(Co nt inued f rom pa!(e I)
student at h ome . Ippolito e mphas ized t hat it was Cam pus
Pol ice wh o were pressi ng
c harges. " The professor wa s
greatl y d is turbed at the incarcerat io n o f the student." he
sa id ,a dd ing t hat Pitt d id not wa nt
to press c harges and regrett ed
the police act ion . The professo r
wa s unavailable for comment
and has been subpoenaed totestify by the Union Mun icipal
Cou rt.

